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Executive Summary
This report highlights the existing impacts of the Camisea gas project in the south-east Peruvian Amazon on indigenous peoples living in ‘voluntary isolation’ (‘isolated peoples ’) in the Kugapakori-Nahua-Nanti and Others’ Reserve
(the ‘reserve’). It also summarises the evidence documenting the occupation and use of the Reserve by isolated peoples and describes how the project’s current planned expansion risks causing further negative impacts for isolated
groups and threatens to violate their fundamental rights to life and a healthy environment, territorial and cultural
integrity and self-determination. In sum, the report finds that this project threatens their very existence and survival as indigenous peoples.
The document draws on a variety of published and previously
unpublished sources of information including from Peru’s
Health Ministry and other state institutions, the United
Nations, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, the
Inter-American Development Bank, anthropologists, multiple
NGOs and the Camisea gas project website. Information has
also been obtained from Pluspetrol, the company leading the
consortium which operates the project and also draws on
fieldwork carried out by the Forest Peoples Programme (FPP).

‘Third week of August: August
15, 10:30am: Visual contact of a
naked native, with his private
parts covered with a piece of
bark, and the body, face and hair
painted with achiote.’(Camisea
Project)

The key findings are:
1. Existing impacts on ‘isolated’ peoples in the reserve include:
•

Contact with gas project workers

•

Forced contact with gas project workers

•

Hostile contact with gas project workers

•

Diseases and epidemics

•

Relocation

•

Threats

2. Impacts of the planned expansion on ‘isolated’ peoples in the reserve are likely to intensify and include:
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•

Contact with gas project workers

•

Forced contact with gas project workers

•

Stress, fear, concern, suspicion, apprehension and a sensation of invasion

•

Diseases, epidemics and increased death rates

•

Reduced game and longer periods spent hunting

•

Reduced access to game, fish stocks, gardens and the forest for gathering

•

Reduced use of paths and tracks

•

Changes in the landscape, vegetation, and soil, water and air quality

•

Changes to water use

•

Changes to culture and way of life

•

Noise pollution

•

Relocation

•

Increased migration out of the reserve

•

Threats to their survival and threats of ‘extinction’
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3. The planned expansion is illegal under Peruvian and international law and violates ‘isolated’ peoples’ rights to
inter alia:
•

Life

•

Health

•

Lands and territories

•

Natural resources in their territories

•

A healthy environment

•

Prior consultation and free, prior and informed consent

•

Self-determination and autonomy

•

Cultural identity

•

Survival as indigenous peoples

The Pluspetrol-led consortium is currently waiting for permission from Peru’s Ministry of Energy and Mines to expand
the Camisea project through the construction of a 10.5 km flowline to connect a new well platform called San Martin Este to a well platform called San Martin 3, drilling 18 wells at six locations called San Martin Norte (also known
as Maniro), Kimaro Oeste (Kentsori), Kimaro Norte (Kimaro), Kimaro Centro (Sentini), Armihuari Norte (Kemari) and
Armihuari Sur (Maniti), and conducting 2D and 3D seismic tests across hundreds of square kilometres of the reserve.1 In 2012 Pluspetrol received permission from the Energy Ministry to build three wells at San Martin Este2,and
according to a financial statement of Peruvian subsidiary Pluspetrol Camisea S.A., construction work was in progress
at that location as of 31 March 2013.3
In March 2013 the United Nations’ Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (UN-CERD) urged the Peruvian
government to ‘immediately suspend’ the expansion of the Camisea project.4 Despite this, government ministers have
continued to publicly declare their support for the project and argued that it is both legal and will not affect the ‘isolated’
peoples in the reserve. Indeed, in an interview with Peruvian newspaper El Comercio, Pluspetrol’s Director of Institutional
Relations implicitly cast doubt on the existence of ‘isolated’ peoples by claiming, falsely, as this report will demonstrate, that
‘Pluspetrol has operated since 2000 and we have not seen any native groups who are uncontacted or in voluntary isolation.’5
According to Peruvian law, the Energy Ministry can only give
permission to the Pluspetrol-led consortium to proceed with
‘It’s a relief to know that
its planned expansion once the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of such plans has received the approval of a series they are Machiguenga so at least
of government agencies. To date, as far as is publically known, there won’t be aggressive
the only government agency which has not approved the EIA is contact, just undesired
the Ministry of Culture (MINCU). In July 2013, the Vice-Minister
of Inter-Culturality (VMI), situated within MINCU, issued a re- contact.’(Camisea project worker
port on the EIA in which it did not give its approval, making 83 2002)
‘observations’ and stating that the ‘isolated’ Nanti and Kirineri
people could be made ‘extinct’ as a result of the expansion,
and that no operations should be carried out if they will have
‘critical’ or ‘severe’ impacts on the health or ways of life of the ‘isolated’ peoples.6 This report was withdrawn from
the public sphere almost immediately and the Ministerial Resolution officially approving it was later rescinded,7 and
the Minister of Culture, the ex -Vice Minister of Inter-Culturality and the Director of the Office of Indigenous Peoples’
Rights, which authored the report and is situated within the VMI, all resigned. Subsequently the Ex Vice Minister of
Inter-Culturality attributed his resignation to the political interest in securing the approval of the project: ‘To propose these types of observations about an EIA goes against the political decision to approve certain investments’8.
Another report on Pluspetrol’s EIA has since been written for the VMI by a ‘special team’ of consultants specifically
contracted for that purpose.9 That report only made 37 ‘observations’, including requesting Pluspetrol to avoid conducting 3D seismic tests in one particular part of the reserve because of the probability of ‘isolated’ people living
there.10 However, in contrast, the VMI did not make the same recommendation for the 3D seismic tests projected
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for another part of the reserve also occupied by ‘isolated’ peoples, or the 2D seismic tests, or the wells. Pluspetrol’s
responses to the 37 ‘observations’ must be further evaluated by the VMI before they, and then MINCU, can give the
company its approval.*
Recommendations
In line with the Peruvian government’s human rights obligations and the UN-CERD’s recommendation made in March
2013, the Forest Peoples Programme recommends that the Peruvian government immediately takes the following
steps to:
•

Withdraw personnel and installations from the new well platform San Martin Este in the reserve.

•

Abandon plans to build a 10.5 km flowline to connect San Martin Este to San Martin 3, to build 18 wells at
San Martin Norte (Maniro), Kimaro Oeste (Kentsori), Kimaro Norte (Kimaro), Kimaro Centro (Sentini), Armihuari Norte (Kemari) and Armihuari Sur (Maniti), and to conduct 2D and 3D seismic tests across 100s kms
squared of the reserve.

Definitions and disclaimer: Indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation and initial contact
The Kugapakori-Nahua-Nanti and Others’ Reserve is home to indigenous peoples in both ‘voluntary isolation’ and
‘initial contact’, as referred to by Peruvian law.
This report focuses on the indigenous peoples in ‘voluntary isolation’ in the reserve rather than those in initial
contact and uses the term ‘isolated’ as a short-hand for them. Such ‘isolated’ peoples are extremely vulnerable to
any contact with outsiders because of their lack of immunological defenses which means colds, flu and many other
diseases can easily kill them.
The United Nations’ Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) defines ‘peoples in isolation’ as
‘peoples or subgroups of indigenous peoples who do not maintain regular contact with the wider population and
in addition often flee from any kind of contact with persons alien to their own group. In addition they can also be
groups who come from other peoples who have established contact but who, after intermittent relations with wider
societ,y decide to return to a state of isolation as a survival strategy and who choose to break all relations that they
might have with these societies’.11
The OHCHR defines ‘peoples in initial contact’ as ‘peoples who have recently established contact with wider society;
they can also be peoples who, despite establishing contact in the past, have never reached an exact understanding of
the patterns and codes of relationships with wider society. This can be due to the fact that these peoples maintain a
state of semi-isolation, or that relations with wider society are intermttent rather than permanent ….[T]hese are peoples who prevously were living ‘in isolation’ and who, either due to being forced by external actors, or through the
decision of their own group or due to other factors established contact with wider society.’12

* On the 6th January 2014 the VMI responded to Pluspetrol indicating that their responses to 3 of their observations
remained unsatisfactory. See http://transparencia.cultura.gob.pe/sites/default/files/transparencia/2014/01/resoluciones-del-viceministerio-de-interculturalidad/rvmi001-2014.pdf
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Box 1: The vulnerability of indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation and initial contact
Indigenous peoples in ‘voluntary isolation’ or initial contact are extremely vulnerable to any form of
contact with ‘outsiders’ and their survival is gravely threatened by incursions into their territories.
This is for three principal reasons.
First, their lack of experience with and knowledge of the outside world puts them particularly at
risk of exploitation. They are also much less likely to be able to meaningfully participate in decisions
that affect them due to lack of understanding about the modalities and implications of resource extraction or infrastructure projects and of the workings of government and the private sector more
generally. In the case of peoples in ‘voluntary isolation’, they are not in a position to participate at
all.
Second, their lack of immunity to viruses and other contagious diseases not present in their societies renders them especially susceptible to disease transmission and the rapid spread of epidemics,
making it common for large numbers of them to die.13 ‘First ‘face-to-face’ contacts are estimated
to lead to the death of between a third and half of the population within the first five years, sometimes more,’ according to anthropologists.14 One tragic example is the Nahua, one of the indigenous
peoples today living in the ‘Reserve’. In May 1984 they were living in ‘voluntary isolation’ when they
experienced first direct and sustained contact with national society after a small group of them
were captured by loggers who were attempting to access the valuable timber in their territory,
and within only a few months the Nahua population had been reduced by almost fifty percent due
to outbreaks of respiratory infections to which they had no immunity.15 This particular case was
documented in an ILO report on Peru which ‘notes that, in expanding their operations, the timber
companies have come into contact with isolated groups, frequently resulting in epidemics and the
extinction of these groups. According to sources cited in the study, between 50 and 60 per cent of
the Nahuas have died.’16 Indeed, the Commission itself made similar observations in its 1997 Ecuador Report, which states that it had ‘received reports that the introduction of previously unencountered diseases has resulted in numerous deaths over time.’17
Third, indigenous peoples in ‘voluntary isolation’ or initial contact maintain an almost exclusively
subsistence economy based on hunting, fishing and gathering of materials for food, medicine and
shelter, and they enjoy a special relationship with their territories which are also the foundation for
their identities, unique cultures and spirituality. This makes the invasion and/or destruction of their
land by ‘outsiders’ particularly serious and puts their very ability to survive as distinct peoples at
major risk. As the UN has stressed, ‘Gas and oil companies, loggers, miners and entrepreneurs are
viewed by indigenous groups as “ghosts of death” for the toxic legacy they can leave behind and
which can poison rivers and forests considered as a source of life for these communities.’18
Groups in initial contact
Although this report focuses on those groups living in ‘voluntary isolation’ it is important to highlight that the peoples in ‘initial contact’ within the reserve share similarly characteristics to those
living in ‘voluntary isolation’ especially with regard to their vulnerability to introduced diseases, exploitation and loss of cultural integrity. While their vulnerability to diseases may have diminished in
some cases, it remains acute in others. For example, the Nanti living along the Upper River Camisea
who are classified as a group in ‘initial contact’ were, as recently as November 2013, reported to
be suffering from a severe diarrhea epidemic that had led to at least one fatality.19 In addition, their
recent integration into the market economy combined with their comparative lack of knowledge
and experience of the outside world including a lack of literacy and largely subsistence economies
makes them perhaps even more vulnerable, particularly to large-scale developments such as the
Camisea project. Indeed, the July report by the Vice-Minister of Inter-Culturality on Pluspetrol’s EIA
states that the planned expansion could ‘devastate’ the Nahua people in particular, and that in general the health of indigenous peoples in ‘initial contact’ makes them vulnerable to ‘extinction.’20
For more details, see Annex 1.
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The Kugapakori, Nahua, Nanti and ‘Others’ Reserve and the Camisea gas project
In 1990 Peru’s government established a 443,887 hectare area called the Kugapakori-Nahua Reserve in the Cusco
and Ucayali regions in the south-east Peruvian Amazon in what is considered one of the most biodiverse regions in
the world. The stated aim of the reserve, immediately to the west of the world-famous Manu National Park, was
to protect the land rights of ‘the Kugapakori and Nahua native groups’ in ‘initial or sporadic contact with the rest of
the National Community.’21
In 2003 the President issued a Supreme Decree and an updated map which upgraded the legal status of the reserve and changed its name to the Kugapakori-Nahua-Nanti and Others´ Reserve, with the stated aim of protecting
its ‘territorial, ecological and economic integrity’ for the benefit of the ‘Kugapakori, Nahua, Nanti and other indigenous peoples’ living in ‘voluntary isolation’ and ‘initial contact.’22 According to this Decree, the ‘establishment of
human settlements’ and ‘development of economic activities’ different to those of the people living in the reserve
are prohibited, as is the granting of ‘new rights’ involving the exploitation of natural resources. Where such rights
already exists, the Decree states, ‘they should be exercised with the maximum consideration in order to ensure
that the rights of the indigenous population in the reserve are not affected.’23
The creation of the reserve was based on anthropological studies of the region. A subsequent study published in
2004, based on further anthropological studies in and around the reserve, concluded that known locations of ‘isolated’ peoples in the reserve included the River Bombinsana,24 the Upper River Serjali, Upper River Paquiria, Upper
River Cashiriari, Upper River Timpia, Upper River Mishagua and the Upper River Vinuya.25 The names it gave for
these ‘isolated’ peoples are Nanti, Machiguenga and an ‘unknown ethnic group’, possibly ‘Mashco-Piro/Tsaudahua.’
Map 1: Indigenous peoples within the Kugapakori, Nahua, Nanti and ‘Others’ Reserve, Shinai, 2004
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The July report by the Vice-Ministry of Inter-Culturality (VMI) on Pluspetro’s EIA of the 10.5 km flowline, 18
wells, and 2D and 3D seismic testing also lists numerous locations of ‘isolated’ peoples in the reserve, including
the River Bobinzana, River Serjali, River Paquiria, River Shiateni, the Upper River Cashiriari, between the Upper
River Camisea and the River Manu basin, between the River Paquiria and the River Serjali basin, and between
the River Serjali basin and the River Cashpajali.26 The names it gave for these ‘isolated’ peoples are Nanti and
Kirineri and other unidentified people described simply as ‘nomadic groups’ and ‘other indigenous groups in
isolation.’
Further details about the ‘isolated’ peoples in the reserve were provided very recently by Peruvian indigenous
organizations AIDESEP and FENAMAD, Peruvian NGO DAR and Peru’s National Coordinator on Human Rights at
a hearing held on 1 November 2013 at the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights in Washington DC:27
Box 2: Indigenous peoples within the Kugapakori, Nahua, Nanti and ‘Others’ Reserve, AIDESEP, 2013
Indigenous
Level of interaction
attitude towards Participation in
Access to health
group
interaction
the economy
services
Nanti, Upper
Direct
Occasional
They generally do Occasional
Occasional
Camisea
not look for interaction
Nanti, Kimaroari

Direct

Continuous

Nanti, Upper
Timpia

Direct

Occasional

Machiguenga,
Upper Paquiria

Direct

Occasional

Footprints sightMachiguenga,
Upper Serjali and ed
Patsani
Machiguenga,
Direct
Camisea and
Cashiriari
Mashco Piro
Nahua

Footprints,
camps
Direct

None

Occasional

None
Continuous

Stable relationship with Timpía
indigenous community. They fear
unknown people
They do not look
for interaction
but do not always
avoid them
They do not look
for interaction
but do not always
avoid them
They avoid interaction
They do not look
for interaction
with unknown
people
They avoid interaction
They look for
interactions

Systematic with
the Timpía Mission

Regular access
to Timpía Health
Post

No

Very Occasionally

No

Occasional

No

None

No

Occasional

No

None

Systematic

Continuous

Gas in the Camisea region was discovered by Shell after seismic tests and exploratory drilling in the 1980s which,
among other things, indirectly led to first sustained contact with the Nahua which killed at least 42% of them within a
few months.28
In 2000, after Shell’s departure and 10 years after the reserve was created, the Peruvian government established a
concession called Lot 88 and awarded the contract to a consortium run by Pluspetrol and including Hunt Oil and Repsol.29 Despite the creation of the reserve in 1990, its legal upgrade in 2003, and its occupation by ‘isolated’ peoples,
23% of it is overlapped by Lot 88. Subsequently, Pluspetrol conducted its own seismic tests and exploratory drilling
and built well platforms, while another group led by Transportadora de gas del Peru (TGP) built pipelines. Gas has
been produced and transported out of the region since 2004. The gas fields currently exploited by the Pluspetrol-led
consortium are called San Martin and Cashiriari, to the north and south of the River Camisea, a tributary of the River
Urubamba.
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Box 3: Environmental and social impacts of the Camisea gas project
Existing operations have already had a profound social and environmental impact on local people
including those living within the Reserve. The pipeline, which transports the gas out of the Camisea
region, has ruptured on at least seven occasions, leading to decimation of fish stocks and sickness
among Machiguenga communities bordering the reserve.30 Meanwhile, in 2003, a report by Peru’s
Ministry of Health concluded that an outbreak of diarrhoea that killed several Nanti indigenous
people in the heart of the Reserve was related to an outbreak of an epidemic in a Camisea work
camp (see Annex 1 for further details).31 In 2007 an epidemiological study found that as a result of
establishing ‘direct relations with outsiders in the last 20 years’ the Nahua and Nanti ‘have experienced major changes in health status, social disruption, and bereavement. . . The experiences of
the peoples in the Kugapakori Nahua Reserve demonstrate the effects that resource extraction activities (both surface and subsoil) can have on local populations, not only when conducted in their
lands (as in the case of the Nahua) but also when they take place downstream of their territories
(as in the case of the Nanti).’32
In addition, the 2011 report by the Independent Advisory Panel on Development Issues in SouthCentral Peru, which was formally established in 2009 to advise the Export-Import Bank of the United States and other interested parties on the effects of development projects in south-central Peru,
was highly critical of the effects of operations in the Camisea region on the Machiguenga communities bordering the Reserve. ‘Almost every interviewee independently mentioned a precipitous decline in the size and health of fish populations,’ the report states. ‘Community members gave various explanations for this decline, varying from contamination by spills, vastly increased river traffic,
or increasing population. . . Nearly all people interviewed mentioned alcoholism as a major social
problem that has arisen in recent years. Overall, they also see little improvement in their health
situation: while new medicines and emergency evacuation funds have been introduced, frightening
new illnesses have also emerged while social strife has contributed to a rising sense of unease culminating in accusations of sorcery.’33

The expansion of the Camisea gas project within the reserve
The Pluspetrol-led consortium is now planning to expand its operations within ‘the reserve’. In 2012 it received permission from Peru’s Ministry of Energy and Mines to build three wells at a location called San Martin Este,34 and it is
currently waiting for permission from the Ministry to build a 10.5 km flowline to connect San Martin Este to a well
platform called San Martin 3, to drill 18 wells at six locations called San Martin Norte (also known as Maniro), Kimaro
Oeste (Kentsori), Kimaro Norte (Kimaro), Kimaro Centro (Sentini), Armihuari Norte (Kemari) and Armihuari Sur (Maniti), and to conduct 2D seismic tests for approximately 113 kilometres and 3D seismic tests across approximately 354
kilometres squared of the reserve.35
These expansion plans are illustrated in the map below, which was presented in April 2013 by the Energy Ministry
to the Peruvian Congress’s Commission on the Environment, Ecology and Andean, Amazonian and Afro-Peruvian
Peoples. The six white blocks are the planned locations for the 18 wells, and the purple line from San Martin 3 to
San Martin Este is the planned route for the flowline. The blue lines are the planned 2D seismic lines, and the area
marked in red is where the planned 3D seismic tests would take place.
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Map 2: Planned expansion of the Camisea project within the Kugapakori, Nahua, Nanti and ‘Others’ Reserve

As this map illustrates, the Pluspetrol-led consortium’s expansion plans would take the Camisea project further
north, east and south into the reserve – and therefore deeper into ‘isolated’ peoples’ territories. This would not only
violate their fundamental rights as indigenous peoples to self determination as well as to their lands, territories and
resources under both Peruvian and international law, but expose them to potentially fatal contact with gas consortium workers or other outsiders due to their lack of immunological defenses.
Pluspetrol acknowledges that its expansion plans involve entering ‘isolated’ peoples’ territories and therefore have
considerable impacts on them. In the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of its plans, presented to the Energy
Ministry in November 2012, the company states that the reserve is inhabited by a ‘nomadic population’,36 ‘uncontacted families’,37 an ‘uncontacted population’38 and indigenous people in ‘voluntary isolation’,39 and lists numerous
known locations of them. These include the River Cashiriari basin,40 along the River Timpia,41 along the banks of the
River Bobinzana and River Serjali,42 between the River Shiateni and the River Paquria headwaters,43 and along the
River Patsani, River Kipatsiari and River Paquiria.44
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Box 4: The expansion plans of the Camisea gas project within the reserve
The plans involve a massive expansion of operations within the Reserve including 2D seismic testing on 121.6km
of lines and 3D seismic testing in an area of over 360km2, construction and drilling of 18 exploratory wells in 6 dif
ferent locations and the construction and operation of an approximated 10.5km pipeline (‘flow line’) that will cross
16 rivers. These projects will involve, among other elements the deployment of 1200 workers for the seismic testing; detonation of 46 tons of explosives, helicopter flights, use and maintenance of vehicles, equipment and heavy
machinery; generation of hazardous waste including effluent disposal in rivers, use of water from the streams, as
well as clearings and deforestation for wells, seismic lines, the pipeline, ‘base camps’ for between 150-200 people,
80 heliports and almost 4000 helicopter ‘discharge zones’.
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Occupation of the ‘Kugapakori, Nahua, Nanti and ‘Others’ Reserve by isolated
peoples and contact with the Camisea gas project operators
Since 2000, multiple encounters with, or sightings of, or
physical evidence belonging to ‘isolated’ peoples in the
‘August 18, 1:00pm: “Meeting
reserve have been recorded. This evidence illustrates
some of the use and occupation of the Reserve by isolated and contact with three naked
indigenous groups. As the selected timeline below illustrates, natives without paintings
these encounters, sightings and physical evidence have on their bodies.’ (Camisea
been recorded, or subsequently acknowledged, by a very
wide variety of organizations, institutions and individuals project)
as recently as January 2014. These include Machiguenga,
Nahua and Nanti indigenous peoples who live in the Camisea
region, Peru’s Health Ministry, Peru’s state ombudsman,
a Work Group of the Peruvian Congress’s Commission on
the Environment, Ecology and Andean, Amazonian and Afroperuvian Peoples, the former Peruvian state institution
responsible for indigenous peoples (CONAPA), the state institution established to coordinate oversight of the
Camisea project (GTCI), the United Nations’ Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, anthropologists,
NGOs, the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), the Camisea gas project website, and Pluspetrol itself.

Shelter of unidentified isolated indigenous group within the Reserve © Forest Peoples Programme
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This timeline is not intended to be exhaustive. The remoteness of the reserve and the difficulties in entering it or
the surrounding region, together with the absence of an independent monitoring system specifically regarding
‘isolated’ peoples,45 means that there is little information about isolated peoples within the reserve in the public
domain. FPP considers it likely that there have and continue to be more encounters with, sightings of, or physical
evidence belonging to ‘isolated’ peoples in the reserve that have taken place or been found but have not been
recorded.
NGO Forest Peoples Programme, 2013*
Sighting of one ‘isolated’ person and physical evidence of ‘isolated’ people
One ‘calato’ (‘naked person’) was seen by at least one Camisea project worker, one
night, at San Martin Este in April or May 2013. Two crossed arrows were left, and in the
morning numerous footprints were found.46
Anthropologist Beatriz Huertas Castillo, 2013
Presence of isolated peoples reported in upper Paquiria river
“The coordinators of the Reserve reported the ‘movement’ of isolated indigenous peoples
in the Upper Paquiria Sector. In 2013 the Peruvian Vice-Minister of Inter-Culturality conducted a visit to the area finding three settlements of Matsigenka (“kirineri”) in initial
contact and information about the presence of isolated indigenous peoples further up the
river Paquiria. There is knowledge about the existence of a route that these people use to
access the Shiateni tributary.”(personal communication)
Footprints of isolated peoples found at Camisea drilling platform
“In February 2013 information emerged on the presence of isolated indigenous peoples on the
San Martin Este drilling platform, where footprints were found of people of different ages,
raising fears among company workers.”(personal communication)
Pluspetrol & consultancy Environmental Resources Management, 2012
Reports of forced contact by Camisea gas project workers with ‘isolated’ Nanti people which decimated them
‘According to the anthropologist Huertas, during the 2000s, forced contact with the Nanti
was caused by the development of the Camisea Project. One of the main impacts of this contact was the spread of acute respiratory infections (IRA) and acute diarrhoeal illnesses
(ADI), which seriously decimated the Nanti population.47
Work Group of the Peruvian Congress’s Commission on the Environment, Ecology and Andean, Amazonian and
Afro-Peruvian Peoples, 2012
Forced contact by Camisea gas project workers with ‘isolated’ people during seismic tests
‘It is concerning that evidence exists comprising of testimonies by workers and Consortium
officials themselves that confirms the establishment of forced contact with members of indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation in the Reserve...This contact would have occurred during
seismic testing operations in the Serjali and Camisea rivers and their tributaries.’48

* The timeline names the source of each piece of evidence, explains who or what the source is, and gives the
date the evidence was recorded. Wherever possible, the source is quoted directly, but each piece of evidence is
preceded by a summary of the evidence. References are provided in the endnotes.
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Repeated sightings by Camisea gas project workers of ‘isolated’ people and physical evidence belonging to them
‘According to civil society reports, company workers reported repeated sightings of ‘naked’ isolated indigenous peoples and findings of footprints, arrows, achiote and other remains, seemingly abandoned by indigenous peoples sensing the imminent approach of outsiders.’49
Attempts by Camisea gas project workers to make contact with ‘isolated’ people
‘They also reported that they left machetes, knifes, mattresses and used clothes on the
seismic fault lines expecting that these objects would attract indigenous peoples to civilization.’ 50
Confirmation by Peru’s state ombudsman of contact between Camisea gas project workers and ‘isolated’ people
‘These facts, which the Consortium tried to minimise after criticism from indigenous organistations, have been confirmed by government bodies of such prominence as the Human Rights Ombudsman, who emphasised in a report that encounters between indigenous groups in isolation and
Veritas workers (a sub contractor of the Pluspetrol Corporation) have occurred in the area of
Lot 88 that overlaps with the Nahua Kugapakori Nanti Territorial Reserve.’51
Anthropologist Beatriz Huertas Castillo, 2012
Appearance of isolated peoples in indigenous settlement within the reserve
“In March 2012 information was registered about the appearance of isolated indigenous peoples
in the settlement of Marankiato (Malanksiari) resulting in a tense situation. INDEPA ‘protection agents’ were given the responsibility of addressing the issue after prior instruction about procedures and care that should be followed to avoid the risk of contagion with
diseases.”(personal communication)
Consultancy Matrix Solutions, 2011
Sightings by Camisea gas project ‘watchmen’ of ‘isolated’ people or people in ‘initial contact’
‘During this period the watchmen reported encounters with seven groups of people and two indications of human presence. Out of the seven meetings, six were with people who came to ask for
help with food, blankets and tools, and one of the meetings was with inhabitants of Segakiato
who were fishing. In the encounters with local populations, the Anthropological Contingency
Plan’s procedures and protocols were followed.’52
Pluspetrol, 2010
11 sightings of ‘isolated’ people by Camisea gas project ‘communal watchmen’
‘During 2010, we continued implementing the Anthropological Contingency Plan (ACP), aimed at
safeguarding the communities settled within the Nahua Kugapakori Nanti Territorial Reserve. The
program seeks to preserve the traditional organizational patterns and the productive systems
of those indigenous communities settled in the reserve that live in voluntary isolation or uncontacted. To that end, 14 communal watchmen perform monitoring with the purpose of registering any population displacement toward the reserve area that is close to the production platforms. In 2010, no encounters were produced with people uncontacted or in voluntary isolation.
Nonetheless, watchmen registered 11 sightings in the vicinity of Pluspetrol locations. Most of
these events were related to signs of ‘mitayo’ (hunting) activities.’53
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Defensoria de Pueblo, Peru’s human rights ombudsman 2006
Encounters between Camisea gas project workers and ‘isolated’ people
‘In the area of Lot 88 that overlaps with the Territorial Reserve, meetings between indigenous
groups in isolation and Veritas workers (a sub contractor of the Pluspetrol Corporation) have
occurred…According to testimonies collected by the Human Rights Ombudsman in the indigenous
communities of Cashiriari, Marankeato, Montetoni and Santa Rosa de Serjali.’54
Contact with ‘isolated’ people facilitated by members of the Camisea consortium
‘In addition, as set out in the Analysis of the Health Situation of Extremely Vulnerable Indigenous Peoples: The Case of the Nanti of the Nahua-Kugapakori Territorial Reserve, Camisea
River, Cusco produced by the Ministry of Health’s Department of Epidemiology, there have been
contacts in the Timpia with the participation of TGP.’55
‘Isolated’ people killed by diseases reportedly on the increase since the initiation of the Camisea gas project
‘An increase of illnesses such as syphilis, respiratory diseases and influenza has been reported, which in some cases have resulted in deaths in native communities and amongst indigneous
people in isolation and initial contact’.56
Anthropologist Kacper Swierk, 2006
Contact between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers
‘The testimonies [of the existence of ‘isolated’ people] were recently confirmed by representatives of the Camisea Project, who met Matsigenka families in the area where the Rivers
Serjali and Bobinsana meet.’57
14 ‘isolated’ people forced to relocate†as a result of the Camisea gas project and threats
‘Oil exploration in the territories of the Matsigenka of the river Paquiria poses potential
threats to their well-being. Already in 2002, 14 residents of the Shiateni area (in the Camisea
river basin) had to move to the Paquiria river basin as a consequence of the disturburance
caused by oil exploration activities, the presence of many outsiders , and in the case of one
family group, threats from other Matsigenka community members who worked as guides for the oil
company.’ 58
Contact between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers
‘Since 2002, with regard to the expanision of Camisea project activities, contact between
isolated people and representatives of oil company Pluspetrol and its sub contractor Veritas
intensifed in some areas. This occured mainly in the Shiateni area (where, as a consequence,
residents abandoned their settlements) and the Upper Serjali area.’59
Inter-American Development Bank, 2004
Contact between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers
‘Seismic activities ended in October 2002 and the Contingency Plan proved effective in the
† In 2011 UNESCO also referred to the possible relocation of inhabitants of the Reserve into Manu National Park: ‘There
are also reports of indigenous people moving into the property from the Camisea River in the northwest of the property
[Manu National Park], possibly as a result of the decimation of wildlife in the Camisea River Basin. . . Whilst these different
changes are not yet a critical issue, the mission notes the importance of a proactive policy by the State Party to consider
their implications and develop appropriate action. . . The impacts of the nearby Camisea gas field, including reported
movements of indigenous peoples into the property as a result of the decimation of wildlife in the Camisea River Basin,
could not be conclusively analyzed through the monitoring mission and are not referred to in the State Party report.’
UNESCO. WHC-11/35.COM/7B.Add, 27 May 2011, p.83-84.
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three incidents involving encounters with indigenous people living in voluntary isolation’60
NGO Shinai, 2004
Contact with ‘isolated’ people facilitated by Camisea gas project workers
‘TGP gave the Dominican Mission and the Timpia Medical Centre permission to use their helicopter to visit the Marihentari community in 2002. During this visit the Mission gave the Marihentari and Inkonyeni community clothes and metal tools and the medics helped the sick.’ 61
‘Isolated’ people impacted by seismic testing
‘Nanti families who live in the Alto Cashiriari area were affected by Lot 88 seismic testing
work due to its proximity and possible overlap with their settlement and territory (the exact
location of which is not known). The company itself recognised the existence of indigenous peoples who live in voluntary isolation in this area having expanded its helipads to the area to
‘enable a certain type of helicopter access for contingency plans in areas identified as potential sites for encounters with people in voluntary isolation.’ 62
Contact between two groups of ‘isolated’ people, probably Machiguenga, and Camisea gas project workers
‘There are a variety of reports about contact between people working for the company (the
majority from seismic testing teams) and indigenous peoples in the Reserve who live in voluntary isolation. …The Camisea project website contains documentation on a variety of encounters with Machiguenga people who live in the Upper Paquiria and Bobinsana rivers and identifies
two groups, one with painted faces and the other without adornment. It is probable that these
two groups are relatives of the Machiguenga of the Paquiria who have lost contact with them
in recent years. According to company reports all the encounters were peaceful’ (http://www.
camisea.com.pe/esp/dialogo07.asp).63
NGO APRODEH, 2003
Contact between Dominican mission and ‘isolated’ people facilitated by Camisea gas project workers
‘Explorations initiated by Dominican missionaries in the 1970s have not ceased. On the contrary, they are currently taking advantage of the oil company’s presence to use their helicopters
to fly to the Upper Timpia to look for isolated indigenous peoples’64
Camisea gas project workers attempting to contact ‘isolated’ people
‘A similar situation occurred with another ‘well intentioned’ visit facilitated by the companies, which included medical personel, to the area that connects the headwaters of the rivers
Manu, Cashiriari and Timpia. It’s precsiely the objects left on these visits which are taken
by ‘warrior’ Nanty of Inconene, the majority of whom are known to have died from epidemics.’
65

Forced contact by Camisea gas project workers with ‘isolated’ people during seismic tests
‘Company workers have forced contact with indigenous populations in isolation in seismic lines
40 and 34 and in the Serjali, Camisea and Timpia river areas.’ 66
Contact between missionaries and ‘isolated’ people facilitated by Camisea gas project workers
‘The company Veritas has helped missionaries to make contact through providing provision of
helicopter flights.’67
Camisea gas project workers ignore ‘no contact’ policy with ‘isolated’ people
‘While the company Pluspetrol has taken the initiative to show it has a ‘no contact’ policy
with isolated indigenous peoples in the area in their Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA,
2001; Morales, 2002) and has even, according to company officials, has reduced the areas where
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they will conduct the seismic operations because of the strong possibility of isolated indigenous peoples being present. Nevertheless, a series of incidences have resulted that show that
the company personel and its contractors do not share this principle either in theory or in
practice.’68
Camisea gas project worker reports contacting ‘isolated’ people with loud-speakers
‘According to the report by the International NGO Delegation on the Camisea gas project (September 2002), José Carvajal openly admitted that Pluspetrol looks for and makes contact with
groups who live in voluntary isolation. He also stated that a group of company representatives,
accompanied by a Machiguenga guide [sic] approach isolated groups announcing their presence
with loud-speakers. Initial contact is made through the guide, followed by company representatives who were bringing gifts. One worker confirmed that the indigenous guides go ahead of the
groups of Veritas workers, using loud-speakers to communicate with isolated peoples in the
Machiguenga language. 69
Two sightings of ‘isolated’ people reported by Camisea gas project worker
‘José Morales, Chief Coordinator of the Nuevo Mundo camp affirmed, in an interview with Econews
Peru on 4 July 2002, that sightings of isolated indigenous peoples were reported on two occasions.’ 70
Camisea gas project workers attempting to contact ‘isolated’ people
‘Members of the Nueva Luz indigenous community, which is adjacent to Kirineri territory, affirm that community relations representatives for the sub-contractor company Veritas entered the
settlement of Shiateni, to explain to the indigenous people that the seismic line would pass
through the area (field information).’71
Sightings of ‘isolated’ people by Camisea gas project seismic tests teams
‘Members of the Segakiato indigenous community reported the sighting of isolated indigenous
people by members of the seismic testing teams (field information).‘72
Contact between Camisea gas project workers and one ‘isolated’ person
‘In May, a Pluspetrol search team looked for and made contact with a group that lived in voluntary isolation in the upper Paquiria. Carvajal stated that the team only managed to make contact with one elderly woman whilst the rest of the group had moved from the area in accordance
with their traditional migration patterns of the season. (International NGO Delegation on the
Camisea gas project, 2002).73
Sighting of ‘isolated’ ‘Matsiguenka’ people on a seismic line
‘A.C.Q, a member of the Segakiato community, was informed by fellow Matsiguenka that on seismic line HP 51, in the headwaters of the Serjali River, they came across naked Matsiguenka indigenous people.’74
Encounters between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers
‘A.Y, a Matsiguenka from the Segakiato community, claims to have met naked indigenous people
in the areas around Marankiato and Inaroato, near the Camisea River (field information).’75
Camisea gas project workers make contact with ‘isolated’ Kirineri people
‘During the IDB consultation in Washington (Oct. 2002) Michel Sàenz, a Veritas anthropologist
and Director of ACPC, confirmed that his team makes contact with the Kirineri and that it’s
‘amicable’ as they do not refuse contact; however, they don’t explain the future impacts on
their health.’76
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‘Isolated’ people forced to relocate as a result of Camisea gas project seismic testing
‘Antropologist Kacper Swierk’s report...which includes testimonies from Fernando, Noé, Juan
and Segundo, members of the Nanty village of Shiateni, which had 13 inhabitants and is situated
at the headwaters of the River Shiateni, a tributary of the River Camisea, where before only
the logger, ‘Pancho’ (from Segakiato) had reached. In March or at the beginning of April,
workers arrived to build two roads that surrounded the community. There was alot of fear and
so they escaped to the forest to sleep. But later they returned and they were calm as they had
left them gifts; biscuits, clothes and machetes. However, in June they changed their minds and
they left due to noise from helicopters and the comings and goings of lots of people. They
couldn’t farm and live peacefully and according to Noé the Veritas intepreters, Reinaldo from
Chokoriari and Aquilino from Camanà, Alto Quichá, told them that ‘they should go to Segakiato
because they will die of sickness or be arrested for terrorism’. They didn’t go there because
they were scared that their women would be taken away. So two adult men and three adult women
went to where their relatives were, passing through the Paquiría and ending up in Quipatsiari
near the Pongo de Maynique. 77
Anthropologist Beatriz Huertas Castillo, 2003
Sightings by Camisea gas project workers of ‘isolated’ people and physical evidence belonging to them
‘Company workers and other Matsigenka indigenous peoples reported repeated sightings of ‘naked’ isolated indigenous people and finding footprints, arrows, achiote and other remains,
apparently abandoned by indigenous peoples who detected the approach of outsiders. They also
reported the leaving of machetes, knifes, matresses and used clothes on seismic lines, expecting that these objects would attract isolated indigenous peoples to ‘civilization’, without
taking into account that having contact with these objects makes them potential carriers of
diseases that could be transmitted to indigenous peoples in isolation of Matsigenka indigenous
peoples from the Segakiato community, December 2002.’ 78
Contact between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers exposes the former to increased ‘inter-ethnic’
conflict
Interventions by the consortium to contact indigenous peoples in isolation and initial contact,
whether through forced contact or through displacement from their territories, not only violates a series of fundamental rights such as life and health, but also, considering that the
area is culturally diverse, exposes them to inter-ethnic conflicts caused by their search for a
space to live which ensures their physical and cultural survival.’ 79
NGO Amazon Watch, 2003
Camisea gas project workers force contact with ‘isolated’ people
‘Forced Contact Outlined by Veritas Consultant Anthropologist. On August 10, 2002, the International NGO Delegation and Mr. Rivas visited the Veritas Energy Services Camp – Peruanita
– the main base for seismic testing operations. The following is part of a transcript of an
interview with Michel Saenz, anthropologist and consultant to Veritas. Saenz: There is a flux,
a movement that has always gone on (of native peoples inside the Reserve), we are taking good
care of this....For example, there’s a Kugapakori (person) who lives in the upper part that’s
uncontacted. Here there are Nanti, but they are not uncontacted but they are isolated, very
isolated. There is the Shangoveni family group that are very isolated and don’t want to know
anything about national society. They don’t want to know anything. Janet Lloyd, Amazon Watch:
What are your methodologies, how have you got in contact with these people, how have you gone
around the area? Saenz: ...When we advance with our forest group and Machiguenga guides, we see
if we speak today. I speak a bit of Ashaninka. I speak Machiguenga with them. They laugh and we
become friends and we start to have a relationship with these people... This Shangoveni man he
tells me that my brother lives up the Shiateni gully and my father lives there too, I’m married to such and such a person. Because my job as an anthropologist is to do a kinship plan.
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It’s normal. It’s normal...We are under control. Now I won’t say that we aren’t creating
impacts. There are impacts all over the place. You can see that many animals have left. Many
have stayed but many have gone. It’s normal. There’s a lot of racket. Also the Nahua. Here
in this area, we know there could be Nahua. Now we know there are Machiguenga there. It’s a
relief to know that they are Machiguenga so at least there won’t be aggressive contact, just
undesired contact. If you’ve read the anthropological contingency plan drawn up by Pluspetrol
and PCA, it says that there’s a distinction between peaceful undesired contact and contact
with people who could be aggressive. Lloyd: Do you believe that, at the end of the day, regarding these groups inside the reserve, whether they are uncontacted or isolated, the fact that
you are present in their territory doing this type of work is a violation of their fundamental
rights as indigenous peoples? Saenz: Probably. But human rights are being violated at any given
minute in Lima. It’s very easy to seek refuge in that. But yes I agree that, for example, a
helicopter making what to us is acceptable noise, is not acceptable to a native who is much
more sensitive to his environment. Yes, there are quite a few massive impacts [bastantes masivos impactos]. But what solution is there? To stop the project?’80
‘Hostile’ encounter between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers
‘Veritas Encounter With Unknown Indigenous Group in Seismic Line 40. While waiting to conduct
a meeting with Veritas staff in the Peruanita Camp, Lower Urubamba on August 10, 2002, the [International NGO] Delegation interviewed a group of project workers waiting in the camp reception tent. When asked about peoples living in voluntary isolation, workers responded they were
involved in a hostile encounter with ‘calatos’/’naked ones’ on August 9 in Seismic Line 40
inside the Reserve. The translation into English of a transcript of an interview with a worker
who did not want to be named reads: Worker X: It was in [line] 40, in the Salines [line], they
were here [indicates on map]. There were 7 people, they shouted, but they didn’t... they broke
branches and jumped up and down and shouted, but they didn’t say anything. Janet Lloyd, Amazon Watch: Could you see them clearly? Worker X: they just shouted, they snapped branches, like
this.. they shouted and shouted as if they wanted to scare us, you see? Scare the workers...
but we didn’t do anything.. well, people ran away. Lloyd: The workers ran away. Worker X: And
the helicopter went and flew over the area so that they would run away and withdraw too. Henry
Tito, CEADES: What do they do in this type of situation? Worker X: They stopped work, that day.
There are guides; the guides go ahead with loudspeakers, megaphones. Tito: And if they find
(people) like them? Worker X: The guides take megaphones; they talk through the megaphones, really loudly. They talk in their language.’81
Encounter between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers
‘Veritas Encounter with Unknown Indigenous Group in Seismic Line 34. After conducting a meeting with the International NGO Delegation, Mr. Michel Saenz held a one-to-one conservation with
Janet Lloyd, anthropologist from Amazon Watch. When questioned whether hostile encounters had
taken place between Veritas workers and peoples living in voluntary isolation, Mr. Saenz asserted that a contact incident had occurred along Seismic Line 34 in early August. He had not
been able to ascertain the ethnic group of the band encountered in Line 34 but affirmed that the
matter was under investigation.’82
Encounter between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers during seismic tests
‘Veritas Encounter With Unknown Indigenous Group in Seismic Line 44. Mr. Juan Seido, a member
of the Nahua community of Santa Rosa de Serjali, reported to the Nahua advocacy organization
Shinai Serjali that while he was employed as a guide for Veritas during seismic testing operations in the Nahua-Kugapakori State Reserve an encounter occurred between Veritas Energy Services and peoples living in voluntary isolation. The encounter took place in seismic line 44
near the headwaters of the Serjali River. He confirms that the ‘naked peoples’ encountered did
not speak Nahua or Machiguenga and their ethnic group could not be identified. On different occasions while working in the same area, Mr. Seido’s team of guides also saw eight houses and
gardens planted with maize and manioc plants belonging to peoples living in voluntary isolation
who inhabit the seismic testing area. Two other Nahua men working in the same team of guides
independently confirmed this report.’83
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Encounter between 24 ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers
‘Veritas Encounter With Unknown Indigenous Group near Ipariato Gully. In August 2002, representatives from the Peruvian government agency Defensoria del Pueblo visited the Machiguenga
community of Cashiriari. In trip report #026-2002/DP-PCN they state that two members of the
Cashirairi community informed them that 24 ‘naked ones’ (calatos) carrying arrows had been
seen by cooks working at a heliport near the Ipariato Gully, located one hour from Cashiriari.
Company worker Regio Rios had relayed the information by radio to community leader Jesus Camiri. Community health worker, Tomas Vargas Cashiriari, confirmed the account.’84
Peru’s Health Ministry, 2003
Contact between ‘isolated’ people and missionaries facilitated by Camisea gas project workers
‘Pluspetrol and TGP have facilitatated the journeys of Catholic and Maranatha Evangelical missionaries to the reserve and to Nanti communities, despite written policies of ‘no contact’
with indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation (COMARU/AIDESEP, 2003; Espinoza and Huertas,
2003; Boletín Selvas Amazonicas Nº181. March-April 2003).’ 85
Inter-American Development Bank, 2003
Three encounters between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers during seismic tests
‘The seismic works were completed in October 2002. On two occasions encounters occurred but
the procedures of the Contingency Plan were implemented and the indigenous peoples returned to
their communities with no known further effect. Another encounter with a group of seven noncontacted indigenous occurred in August 2002, during seismic activities in seismic line 34,
also with no known further effect.’86
United Nations’ Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 2003
‘Isolated’ people forced to relocate by Camisea gas project workers.
‘According to a recent report, gas project workers in the upper Paquiria region, in the southeast of Peru, forced Kugapakori people to retreat further into the Amazon rainforest and were
threatened with detentions and the decimation of the community through the transmission of contagious diseases if they didn’t abandon their homes’87
Consultant Robert Goodland, 2003
Reports of forced contact of ‘isolated’ people by Camisea gas project workers during the preparation of the EIA, seismic
tests, and construction phase
‘It has not proved possible to halt all contact between Camisea workers and the vulnerable inhabitants of the reserve. GoP [the government of Peru] has received reports, perforce anecdotal
and unpublished, of forced contacts during illegal logging, PlusPetrol’s seismic prospecting,
EIA fieldwork, and PlusPetrol’s construction in Block 88 deep inside the ‘Reserva del Estado
Nahua y Kugapakori.’88
Reports of attempts by Camisea gas project workers to contact ‘isolated’ people
‘Gas workers are reported to have flown into Alto Serjali and Alto Paquiria with gifts.’89
Report of encounter between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers
‘. . . while the Veritas/Seismic contact with an unknown population was unintended.’90
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Former state institution responsible for indigenous peoples (CONAPA) and the state institution established to coordinate oversight of the Camisea project (GTCI), 2003
Attempts by Camisea gas project workers to contact ‘isolated’ people
‘On the other hand, during field work we collected information about a group of 10 people whose
Chief is called Potsonari. This group, known as the Patsiaris or Patshiris, fled towards the
headwaters to an unknown area out of fear because they had seen the San Martin 3 well, during
one of their hunting trips. This information was confirmed by Fernando who was contracted by
Veritas to contact them and warn them of the seismic surveys, which was impossible due to the
unknown wherebouts of this group.’ 91
Camisea gas project consortium members facilitating contact with ‘isolated’ people
‘Settled on the creek of the same name, is a group that comes from Alto Timpia – like the Nanty of Camisea – who are the most recently contacted. This is because they only received their
first from members of Western society took place in 2001 (with support from Pluspetrol) and a
second visit in 2002 (with help from TGP).’92
‘First contact’ between 15 ‘isolated’ people and the authors
‘During the last vaccination round in Marentari, a new group of approximately 15 people came
(two men with their two wifes and their children) who were fishing in the Shampinkiari creek.
This was their first contact and it was not possible to identify which ethnic group they belonged to, but considering their features it’s likely they are from a different group. They
were also included in the vaccination process.’93
Sightings of, and physical evidence belonging to, ‘isolated’ ´people during seismic tests
‘The Peruvian government granted Lot 88 to Pluspetrol, which is located in the area that overlaps the Kugapakori Nahua Reserve as far south as the River Limpia. 3D seismic testing was
carried out between February and November 2002 with the presence of ‘watchmen’…The seismic
testing finished with evidence and sightings of indigenous peoples in isolation and in intial
contact in the north and northeast area of the ...lot’ 94
Intent to establish contact between ‘isolated’ people and the consultants
The subject of this report is described as ‘Visit to the [Camisea] Project locations, the
neighbouring Native Communities of San Martin 3 and families in isolation in the vicinity of
the Nahua-Kugapakori reserve.’95
Consultants initiate contact with ‘isolated’ people
‘A total of 7 visits were made during a 4-day period. They were made to three types of locations: a) Pluspetrol camps and work sites b) Native Communities, and c) Settlements of family
groups living in isolation. During these visits, interviews were made to the technical personnel and staff, to the guides (watchmen) and native workers, to natives living in community and
living in isolation. . . Settlement of families in isolation (06-01-2003). . . A site was visited on the shore of the Camisea River, coordinates LS 11 49’49.4” LO 72 43’26.5”, where
family groups of Nanty origen were interviewed. . . At the mid course of the Camisea River, at
point LS 11 49’49” and LO 72 43’26.5”, there are three interrelated families, with a total
of 14 persons. Of the three family heads, one comes for the Upper Timpia and the other two are
Nantis from Montetoni. . . They maintain very sporadic contacts with Segakiato, only in the
event of illness, they said.’96
Consultancy URS, 2003
Undesired encounters between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers
‘Pluspetrol’s policies in relation to indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation have to be
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stepped up, based on the lessons learnt during the seismic explorations. Although there have
been unintentional encounters with uncontacted populations, there are no scientific reports on
the impacts on the health of native communities or uncontacted communities.’ 97
Pluspetrol, 2002
Pluspetrol workers admit making contact with ‘isolated’ ‘Matsigenka’ people
‘Well, we have already explained this. We recruited Matsigenka indigenous people who know the
area well and we organised expeditions along the main tributaries of the Camisea River covering
the area of the seismic explorations. We sent an indigenous expedition ahead to identify where
settlements were located on the tributaries on both sides of the Camisea. We identified and
documented how many there were, what their names were, their main activities, the areas they
occupied, their seasonal areas and we went in advance and explained to them in the Matsigenka
language what we were doing and gave them all kinds of support.’ 98
Pluspetrol workers describe how they contact ‘isolated’ people
‘We are going to explain to you what we did to carry out our work before entering the field.
For this we prepared and recruited indigenous peoples who we trained on the different stages of
the project; clearing, drilling, helicopter flights etc. We didn’t have any problems with these
communities, we identified, I repeat, different groups of communities in some tributaries of the
Rivers Camisea and Cashiriari…’ 99
International Delegation of NGOs, 2002
Hostile contact between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers
‘Worker X [from Veritas’ seismic tests] declares that on 9th August 2002, seven naked indigenous individuals carrying branches over their heads, shaking trees and constantly shouting, interrupted a work group that was operating on Seismic Line 40 inside the Reserve. After
the workers fled, a company helicopter circulated over the area to ‘make them go away’ (field
notes, Veritas Peruanita Camp, 10th August 2002).100
Hostile contact between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers
‘When asked about incidients of hostile contact, Michael Saenz [from Veritas] initially denied
that any such incident had occured – ‘Absolutely nothing. No contact with any uncontacted people’ – but in a more intimate interview he confirmed that an agressive contact situation had
occurred on Sesimic Line 34 in the week of 5th August. The incident was under investigation
(field notes, Peruanita Camp, 10th August 2002).’101
Pluspetrol worker admits making contact with ‘isolated’ people
‘José Carbajal declares that a group of company representatives, accompanied by a Machiguenga
guide, approached isolated groups announcing their presence through loud speakers. They make
initial contact through the guide who is then followed by representatives of the company who
bring gifts. Worker X confirmed that indigenous guides go ahead of Veritas workers using loud
speakers to communicate with isolated peoples in the Machiguenga language.’102
Camisea gas project worker admits making contact with ‘isolated’ people
‘The Veritas advisor, Michael Saenz, declared that none of his guides use loud
look for isolated peoples. On the contrary, they only approach isolated peoples
aware that their presence is near construction groups: ‘Let’s see if today we
a bit of the Ashaninka language, I speak Machiguenga with them...they laugh..we
and then we start to have a relationship with these people.’103

speakers or
when they are
speak…I speak
make friends
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Camisea gas Project workers seek and make contact with ‘isolated’ people
‘In May a Pluspetrol search team looked for and made contact with a group that were living in
voluntary isolation in the Upper Paquiria. A relative of the group (of Machiguenga origin) accompanied them. Carbajal indicated that the team was only able to make contact with an elderly
woman because the rest of the group had left the area in accordance with their traditional migratory practices of that time of year’104
Anthropologist Kacper Swierk, 2002
‘Isolated’ people forced to abandon their homes after contact with Camisea gas project workers
‘On 23 June Efrain Zeperrino Pereyra (president of Nueva Luz) told me that all the inhabitants
of Shiateni abandoned their settlement after they were hassled by Pluspetrol-Veritas workers.’
105

Camisea gas project website, undated
Two hostile encounters between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers
‘Upstream component: Incidences of Hostile Contact. During our 90 minute visit to the Veritas
camp, we were informed about two incidences of hostile contact along Seismic Line 40 and Seismic Line 34 in the Reserve. Experts agree that isolated groups living within the Reserve have
no history of aggression – their decision to resort to aggressive tactics is indicative of the
impact the seismic testing operations are having on their lives: [1] Worker X related that on
August 9, 2002, seven indigenous individuals (‘calatos’ or naked ones) waving branches above
their heads, shaking trees and continually yelling, interrupted a work party operating in Seismic Line 40 within the Reserve. After the workers fled, a company helicopter hovered over the
vicinity to ‘make them run away too’ (field notes, Veritas Peruanita Camp, August 10, 2002)
[2] When questioned about incidents of hostile contact, Michel Saenz initially categorically
denied that any incidents have taken place – ‘absolutely none, not even contact with an uncontacted person’ – but on closer questioning confirmed that an aggressive contact situation
had occurred in Seismic Line 34 on the week of August 5th. The incident was under investigation
(field notes, Peruanita camp, August 10, 2002).’106
One encounter with, and sightings of, ‘isolated’ people by Camisea gas project workers during seismic tests107
‘The seismic activities have not caused any hostile incident between the indigenous people
and personnel from the seismic crew; asserting the contrary would be untrue. What is true that
there have been episodes of visual contact between seismic workers and indigenous people, as
well as one single episode of contact, or pacific interchange, between the two human groups.
All visual contact cases and the single case of pacific contact took place during August 2002.
The indigenous people involved in these episodes belong to the Machiguenga ethnic group. .
. it is worth mentioning that the inhabitants of the area can be identified as belonging to
three different groups: ‘the Machiguenga group who live in the communities, the ‘traditional
Machiguenga’ group, and finally the ‘isolated indigenous’ group. . . We highlight once again
the fact that in all the situations of visual contact and in the single situation of pacific
verbal contact that took place during the seismic campaign, only ‘traditional Machiguenga’
indigenous were involved.’108
Camisea gas project workers making contact with ‘isolated’ Kirineri people
‘First week of March: Expedition to Upper Paquiria with indigenous guides from Pluspetrol,
Veritas and members of the Nueva Luz community, with the purpose of gathering information and
reporting about our works to the Machiguenga people living in that zone, locally known as Kirineri.’109
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Camisea gas project workers making contact with ‘isolated’ people
‘Second week of March: Coordination and presentation visit in the Upper Shiateni, in order
to inform to the isolated families of the Segakiato native community about the arrival of the
seismic line cut crew, and about the risks of getting close to workers.’110
Camisea gas project workers making contact with ‘isolated’ people
‘Fourth week of May: Introductory visit to an Upper Cashiriari family group, in order to inform
the isolated families from the Cashiriari community about the arrival of the seismic line cut
crew and to prevent them from getting close to the workers.’111
‘Isolated’ peoples’ homes found by Camisea gas project workers
‘Second week of July: At the end of the 1293 seismic line, with the intention of searching
the zone to avoid non desirable contact, one Machiguenga and three Nahua guides, went on along
the Western ravine of Bovinzana, and they found 3 dwellings, whose dwellers were away. One was
a two-storey dwelling with matted walls. The other had arrows, metal files, used cartridges,
boots and plastics. A big canoe was also found near the Bovinzana River. The guides believe the
dwellers are Machiguengas.’112
Encounter between one ‘isolated’ person and Camisea gas project workers
‘Third week of August: August 15, 10:30am: Visual contact of a naked native, with his private
parts covered with a piece of bark, and the body, face and hair painted with achiote.’113
Sighting of four ‘isolated’ people by Camisea gas project workers
‘August 15, 11:30am: Visual contact with 4 naked indigenous.’114
Sighting of five ‘isolated’ people by Camisea gas project workers
‘August 16, 12:45pm: Visual contact with 5 naked indigenous.’115
Encounter between three ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers
August 18, 1:00pm: Meeting and contact with three naked natives without paintings on their bodies.’116
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Impacts of the planned expansion of the Camisea gas project on indigenous
peoples in voluntary isolation

Camisea project barge on the River Urubamba ©Forest Peoples Programme
The planned expansion of the Camisea gas project in Lot
88 has generated enormous concern about the likely impacts on ‘isolated’ peoples in the reserve. As the selected
extracts from several documents below illustrate, this
concern has been expressed by a wide variety of organizations and institutions including Peru’s Vice-Ministry of
Inter-Culturality, the National Institute for the Development of Andean, Amazonian and Afroperuvian Peoples
(INDEPA), the United Nations’ Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Peruvian indigenous federations,
multiple international environmental and human rights
organizations, and even Pluspetrol itself. This list is not
intended to be exhaustive.

‘The constant presence of what
is expected to be a maximum
800 workers...will drastically
restrict the use of resources by
the ‘isolated’Kirineri people’
(Vice-Minstry of Inter-culturality,
2013)

Peru’s Vice-Ministry of Inter-Culturality (VMI), July 2013
‘Extinction’ of ‘isolated’ Nanti people
‘The effects [of the ‘labour force’ required to conduct 2D seismic tests] on the health of
the indigenous Nanti people in isolation could affect a large number of their population. . .
[and] could mean their extinction.’117
‘Extinction’ of ‘isolated’ Kirineri people
‘The effects [of the ‘labour force’ required to build a base-camp for 3D seismic tests] on
the health of the indigenous Kirineri people could affect a large number of their population. .
. [and] could mean their extinction.’118
Health of the ‘isolated’ Nanti people at ‘high risk’
‘The presence [of an estimated 40 workers on each seismic line] puts the health of the peoples
in isolation at high risk.’119
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‘Isolated’ Nanti people at risk of ‘fatal epidemics’
‘The effects [of contact] on the health of indigenous peoples in isolation usually lead to fatal epidemics.’120
Reduced access of ‘isolated’ Nanti people to food
‘The 2D seismic testing will have a direct impact on the movements of and use of resources by
the people in isolation in the region [the Upper River Cashiriari]. . . [The seismic testing]
will disturb the game in the region, which will considerably limit the availability of animals
to hunt – [game being] considered the most important source of protein for these people.’121
Impacts on ‘isolated’ Nanti people’s culture and way of life
‘The restrictions regarding the isolated Nanti people’s use of and movements across their
territory caused by the 2D seismic testing will have direct impacts on their culture and way of
life.’122
Stress for the ‘isolated’ Nanti people and ‘serious’ restrictions on their movements
‘Air traffic [i.e. helicopters] causes levels of noise that will cause stress and seriously restrict the movements of the indigenous people in isolation.’123
Impacts on the ‘isolated’ Nanti people’s water use
‘. . . The industrial effluents discharged into the River Cashiriari basin [during the exploratory drilling stage] could have impacts on the water consumption of the. . . indigenous Nanti
people in isolation in the Upper River Cashiriari.’124
‘Isolated’ Kirineri people at risk of ‘fatal epidemics’
‘The effects [of contact] on the health of indigenous peoples in isolation often end in fatal
epidemics.’125
Reduced access of ‘isolated’ Kirineri people to food
‘The 3D seismic testing will have a direct impact on the use of resources by the people in
isolation. . . [This will] manifest itself in a critical way by disturbing the flora, fauna and
aquatic eco-systems in the region, considerably limiting the availability of animals, fishing,
and the areas used to gather food – activities which are fundamental to the survival of these
people.’126
Impacts on the ‘traditional economic activity’ of the ‘isolated’ Kirineri people
‘. . . the presence of workers accompanied by the development of various activities (clearing
and cutting down the forest, detonating explosives, air traffic etc) may generate a bigger impact on the traditional economic activity of the Kirineri indigenous people in isolation.’127
‘Drastically’ reduced access of the ‘isolated’ Kirineri people to resources
‘The constant presence of what is expected to be a maximum of 800 workers. . . will drastically restrict the use of resources by the ‘isolated’ Kirineri people.’128
Impacts on the ‘isolated’ Kirineri people’s use of and movement in their territory
‘The restrictions regarding the use of and movement in their territory resulting from the proposed 3D seismic testing will have direct impacts on the culture and way of life of the indigenous Kirineri people in isolation.’129
Impacts on the ‘isolated’ Kirineri people’s water use
‘. . . The industrial effluents [from drilling the wells] discharged into the River Serjali and
River Paquiria basins may have impacts of huge intensity on the Kirineri indigenous people in
isolation.’130
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Impacts on the ‘isolated’ Kirineri’s people capacity to fish
‘. . . The industrial effluents [from drilling the wells] could affect the hydrobiological resources that the people in isolation use when fishing.’131
Contact between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers
‘In its [Anthropological Contingency Plan in the EIA] it states that ‘considering the project
will be developed within the Kugapakori-Nahua-Nanti Reserve, the possibilities of encountering
the people who live in it, although slim, should be considered.’ Given that the company has
proposed operating in the reserve, in which indigenous peoples in isolation and initial contact
live, it is not appropriate to claim the possibilities of encounters are slim.’132
Peru’s Vice-Ministry of Inter-Culturality (VMI), November 2013
Long-term health impacts
‘. . . studies on this subject point out that [the health of] populations in isolation or
initial contact, due to their small numbers and vulnerability to infectious diseases, against
which they have no immunological defenses, are affected in a repeated way with high levels of
morbidity, which means that they will be impacted for a prolonged period of time.’133
Impacts on health caused by changes in diet
‘In their analysis of health impacts, the project operator must not only incorporate aspects
linked to the vulnerablity of isolated indigenous peoples to viral and infectious diseases and
the effects related to the different levels of stress that these populations will be subjected
to, but should also incorporate the nutritional aspects due to the dietary changes arising
from the temporary withdrawal of game animals, and the temporary limited access to resources
for fishing, gathering, timber extraction or farming, and the free movement of the populations
throughout the reserve.’134
‘Big’ impacts on ways of life
‘The impacts identified [by Pluspetrol in its EIA] have a huge effect on the ways of life of
families based in the reserve.’135
Potential encounters with seismic teams
‘…other impacts from seismic activities are not mentioned, like the potential encounters with
workers, meaning an increased health risk for those in isolation, who are more senstitive than
populations in initial contact, as well as the increase of stress levels as a result of the
fear and the worry arising from these encounters and the project’s activities.’136
Peruvian government’s National Institute for the Development of Andean, Amazonian and Afroperuvian Peoples
(INDEPA), 2012
‘Isolated’ people in ‘extreme danger’
‘The 2D seismic tests would put the peoples in isolation in the headwaters of the River
Cashiriari in extreme danger.’137
‘Isolated’ people at ‘extreme risk’
‘. . . The 3D seismic tests would put the peoples in isolation in the upper River Serjali, the
River Bobinsana and the headwaters of the River Paquiria at extreme risk.’138
Impacts on ‘isolated’ ‘Matsigenka’ and other ‘isolated’ peoples’ migration routes and varaderos139
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‘The 3D seismic testing and exploratory drilling at San Martin Norte, Kimaro Oeste, Kimaro
Norte and Kimaro Centro would affect the migration routes and varaderos of the Matsigenka between the Upper River Paquiria and the River Kipatsiari towards the River Camisea. . . as well
as the migration routes between the River Bobinsana and the Upper River Serjali towards the
Manu National Park and the headwaters of the River Cashpajali.’140
‘Undesired’ contact with the ‘isolated’ people, habitat and resource depletion, deterioration in health, noise pollution,
and changes in the landscape, soil, water, air, vegetation and fauna
‘Regarding the indigenous peoples in isolation and initial contact, [the TDR] identifies only
three possible impacts: ‘undesired contact with local populations in isolation’, ‘loss of
habitat and resources for populations in isolation’, and ‘deterioration of health and risk
for more vulnerable populations in isolation’. . . without acknowledging any of the other
possible impacts [listed in a table] such as: ‘Changes in the landscape’, ‘changes in the
soil’, ‘changes in the water system’, ‘Changes in the water quality’, ‘noise pollution’,
‘changes in the vegetation’, ‘changes in the habitat of aquatic wildlife’, ‘changes in the
habitat of terrestrial wildlife’, ‘reduction in wildlife biodiversity’, and the ‘temporary
flight of animals to hunt.’141
Pluspetrol, 2012
‘Isolated’ people are ‘highly vulnerable’ to contact and ‘massive deaths’ are possible
Pluspetrol acknowledges that in general ‘isolated’ people are ‘highly vulnerable’ to any
kind of contact and that ‘massive deaths’ can occur as a result.142
‘Isolated’ people are ‘particularly vulnerable’ to any changes to their environment
‘Both the families that are permanently settled within the KNNR as well as those who use resources from within it are characterised by having a traditional economy that is dependent, to
different degrees, on forest resources. For this reason, and in this context, the families who
occupy the area are particularly vulnerable in the face of any changes that may be produced in
the environment.’143
Contact with ‘isolated’ people is possible, ‘probable’ and, to some extent, encouraged
Pluspetrol acknowledges that in the course of its planned expansion in the reserve contact with
‘isolated’ people is possible144 and ‘probable’,145 and states that it intends to operate in
ways that will, in FPP’s opinion, encourage contact with them. These include talking to the
‘isolated’ people,146 offering food,147 objects148 and hospitality,149 photographing them,150 and
informing them about their expansion plans by distributing ‘timetables.’151
Fear and concern among ‘isolated’ people
‘It is assumed that any activity different to that of the daily lives of the populations in
isolation will generate fear, concern and changes in the ways they see and understand the
world.’152
Negative impact on ’isolated’ peoples’ traditional economic activities
‘The 2D seismic tests could have a negative impact on the traditional economic activities of
the families living in the reserve.’153

Temporary reduction of game for the ‘isolated’ people to hunt
‘The 2D sesimic tests will cause game to leave the area temporarily, making it much harder for
families to hunt’154
Temporarily limited access for the ‘isolated’ people to food in general
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‘On the other hand, access to resources for hunting, fishing, gathering of plants, timber extraction or farming will be temporarily limited [by the 2D sesimic tests], which could lead to
the decreased consumption of certain foods that are currently present in the diets of the population.’155
Temporarily limited use of paths and tracks
‘[The 2D seismic tests] will temporarily limit the use of some routes/tracks which will cause
certain inconveniences to the free development and daily activities of families who live in the
area of the reserve where seismic lines are located.’156
Concern, fear and stress for the ‘isolated’ people
‘[The 3D seismic tests] could cause concern and/or fear for the families in the area, producing different levels of stress.’157
Suspicion, apprehension and a sensation of invasion
‘[The 3D sesimic tests] can cause families in isolation to feel suspicion, apprehension and a
sensation of invasion of their traditional space; therefore limiting their movement and affecting the development of their daily activities.’ 158
More time required by the ‘isolated’ people to hunt
‘[The 3D seismic tests] cause wild animals to flee temporarily which means that families who
hunt within the Reserve have to dedicate more time and effort to achieve their objectives.’
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Negative impact on the ‘isolated’ peoples’ health
‘[The 3D seismic tests will bring the] risk of possible exposure to contagious diseases’160,
and the 18 wells ‘could have a negative effect on the health of families who live on or use
forest resources.’ 161
Peru’s National Service for Protected Natural Areas (SERNANP), 2013
Increased migration into a national park and possible conflict with other indigenous people
‘Knowing that the nomadic populations frequently move between the reserve and the Manu river
basin, as described in the EIA, it is believed that, as a result of the expansion, the migration of these people to Manu will be frequent and lead to new settlements being established in
the area. This will mean using the natural resources in the region and could generate conflict
with the indigenous communities in the Manu River basin inside the Manu National Park [immediately to the east of the reserve].’162
United Nations’ Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, 2013
‘Negative’ impact on ‘isolated’ people and a violation of their rights
‘The Committee is concerned at the possible discriminatory impact on the indigenous inhabitants of the reserve. . . Given that the indigenous peoples living in voluntary isolation in
[the] Kugapakori-Nahua-Nanti [reserve] have a subsistence economy based mainly on hunting,
fishing and gathering. . . the deterioration of their environment could have a negative impact
on their lives and could undermine the satisfaction or exercise of their economic, social and
cultural rights. . . We request that the Peruvian government immediately suspends the planned
extractive activities in the reserve that could threaten the physical and cultural survival of
the indigenous peoples living there and impedes their enjoyment of their economic, social and
cultural rights.’163
Peruvian indigenous organisations AIDESEP, ORAU, FENAMAD, COMARU and ORPIO 2012
Threat of ‘irreparable harm’ to isolated peoples and ‘grave risks’ to their ‘existence’
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The expansion of hydrocarbon activities within Lot 88 ….threatens all the indigenous inhabitants of the Reserve with irreparable harm increasing amongst others the possibility of undesired contacts with external actors, the transmission of epidemics of potentially lethal
diseases and processes of territorial relocation of the indigenous peoples of the reserve to
other areas giving rise to inter ethnic conflicts with neighbouring groups......In conclusion,
the prospect of expansion of hydrocarbon exploitation in the interior of the reserve places the
existence of these peoples at grave risk and threatens to violate their fundamental rights to
life…health, self determination…and cultural identity…’164
58 international human rights and environmental organizations, 2013
Threats to ‘isolated’ peoples’ economies and survival from ‘lethal’ diseases and exploitation of their territories
‘Some of Peru’s most vulnerable indigenous peoples who are living in voluntary isolation and
initial stages of contact and whose lives, livelihoods and physical and cultural survival are
threatened by the imminent expansion of the Camisea gas project in the Kugapakori-Nahua-Nanti
Reserve (KNNR) in south-east Peru. . . Indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation are particularly vulnerable to any kind of contact with other, especially non-indigenous, people, and to
the colonization and exploitation of their territories. . . for two central reasons. First,
their economies are almost entirely subsistence-based, meaning that the land they live on is
the source of their food, medicine and shelter, as well as being fundamental to their identities, culture and spirituality. Second, their lack of immunity to viruses and other contagious
diseases unknown to their societies can turn a common cold into a lethal disease and makes it
common for many of them to die once initial contact has been made.’165
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, 2013
Threats to the identity, health, ‘life’, ‘integrity’ and ‘survival’ of isolated people
‘The Commission received troubling information concerning the situation of indigenous peoples
in voluntary isolation in Peru, whose ancestral territories are reportedly being threatened by
the granting and implementation of concessions for the extraction of natural resources, primarily hydrocarbons. . . Such activities constitute a threat to the life and integrity of these
peoples, as they can give rise to contact with the outside world, with all the consequences
this implies for their health and physical and cultural survival. Because peoples in voluntary
isolation lack immunological defenses against common illnesses, contact may lead not only to
the loss of their worldview and cultural identity, but also to epidemics that can cause entire
peoples to disappear.’166
UN Special Report on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples167
Expansion plan should not proceed if the human rights of these ‘extremely vulnerable’ groups cannot be guaranteed
The Camisea project operator has proposed an expansion of its operations within Lot 88 which
will mean new intesnive exploratory activity and construction of new installations within the
Lot. In its evaluation of the Environmental Impact Assessment, elaborated by the company for
the proposed expansion of its operations, the Vice Ministry of Interculturality has highlighted
various concerns surrounding the potential impact of the project expansion on the health and
well being of uncontacted indigenous groups and those in intial contact both within and outside
of Lot 88.It is evident that these groups are extremely vulnerable and so the Government and
company must act with the utmost precaution and not proceed with the proposed expansion without
first ensuring and in a conclusive manner that their human rights will not be violated.
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Illegality of planned expansion of the Camisea gas project
The preceding section described the likely impact of the expansion plans on the lives of isolated inhabitants of the
RTKNN. This section summarizes how both the existing operations, and the projected expansion, have violated and
now threaten the rights of the Reserve’s inhabitants which as indigenous peoples’ are protected by both the Peruvian
constitution and international human rights law.
This section reviews in brief some of these rights that have been, or are likely to be violated by the Camisea project
and/or its planned expansion. It describes in turn how each right will or has been violated, and provides one or two
key examples from the international human rights conventions ratified by Peru or by the expert bodies authorized to
interpret them where these rights are safeguarded. It is not intended to be exhaustive.

Community control post at the boundary of the Reserve © Forest Peoples Programme
International human rights law
It is crucial to highlight that the international human rights
treaties ratified by Peru and discussed below are incorporated
into Peruvian domestic law via the Constitution and therefore
enjoy constitutional status. This includes for example treaties
such as ILO 169 and the American Convention on Human
Rights as well as their authoritative interpretation by bodies
such as the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. This means
that these treaties are not only binding on Peru but they stand
above Peru’s national laws such as the Supreme Decree 0282003-AG that recategorised the Reserve in 2003 or Law 28736
that specifically addresses the rights of isolated peoples.
International human rights law has clarified on multiple
occasions that a States freedom to use the resources within
its territory are limited by their international human rights
obligations which include the rights of indigenous peoples. For
further information see Annex 3.
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a concession or approve a
development or investment pan or
project that could affect the
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ways of life.’ (Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights, 2009)’
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Indigenous peoples’ rights under international law
The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, while not itself a treaty, in effect summarizes these internationally recognized rights as they apply to indigenous peoples and sets out minimum standards which States must
observe168. These include the obligation of States to recognise indigenous peoples’ rights to:
•

Self-determination (including self-governance, self-identification and self determined development)

•

To cultural identity

•

Healthy environment

•

Freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources

•

In no case be deprived of their own means of subsistence

•

Own, develop, control and use their communal lands, territories and resources, traditionally owned or otherwise occupied by them

•

The free enjoyment of their own culture and to maintain their traditional way of life

•

Give or withhold their free, prior and informed consent prior to activities proposed on their lands

1. Indigenous peoples’ rights to lands, territories and resources
Much of the rights that have already been violated and/or are threatened by the Camisea project and its expansion
are related to or derive from indigenous peoples’ rights to lands, territories and resources.
As multiple international human rights bodies have noted, secure and effective collective property rights are fundamental to indigenous peoples’ economic and social development, to their physical and cultural integrity and to their
livelihoods and sustenance169. Secure land and resource rights are also essential for the maintenance of their worldviews and spirituality and, in short, to their very survival as viable territorial and distinct cultural communities.170
For example the IACHR has reaffirmed numerous times, that “indigenous peoples maintain special ties with their
traditional lands, and a close dependence upon the natural resources therein – respect for which is essential to their
physical and cultural survival.”171
For those indigenous peoples living in isolation or initial contact these rights to lands, territories and resources are
even more significant given their almost exclusive dependence on natural resources to support their means of subsistence and way of life. Their lands and territories are their resource base and “food basket”. Land and territory are
also the source of, inter alia, medicines, construction materials and household and other tools and implements. Loss
or degradation of land and resources results in deprivation of the basics required to sustain life and to maintain an
adequate standard of living. As a result, any activities that may restrict or undermine the health of their environment
or their access to key resources for food, shelter or for cultural and spiritual purposes could compromise their associated rights to life, health, food, housing and cultural integrity.
As the previous section made evident, threats to indigenous peoples’ rights and well-being are particularly acute in
relation to resource development and extractive industries such as the Camisea project, which affect their rights’ to
lands, territories and resources. Such operations have had and continue to have a devastating impact on indigenous
peoples, undermining their ability to sustain themselves both physically and culturally.
The following specific rights are implicated within the broader suite of rights to lands, territories and resources:
a) Collective property rights and the ownership of lands and territories
74% of Lot 88 overlaps the reserve thereby representing a continuous violation of its inhabitants rights to ownership
of their territories since the estabishment of Lot 88. These property rights are further threatened by the imminent
expansion of operations within the Reserve. (Eg: Art. 70 y 88 of the Peruvian Constitution, articles 13 and 14 of ILO
169, Article 21 of the American Convention).
•

The Inter American Court of Human Rights clarified that to be able to effectively exercise their right to selfdetermination, indigenous peoples have rights to their ancestral lands, that includes their “right to effectively
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manage, distribute and control their territory, in accordance with their customary law and system of communal property” 172
•

International Labour Organization’s Convention 169: ‘The rights of ownership and possession of the peoples
concerned over the lands which they traditionally occupy shall be recognised. In addition, measures shall be
taken in appropriate cases to safeguard the right of the peoples concerned to use lands not exclusively occupied by them, but to which they have traditionally had access for their subsistence and traditional activities.
. . Governments shall take steps as necessary to identify the lands which the peoples concerned traditionally
occupy, and to guarantee effective protection of their rights of ownership and possession.’173

b) The right to own, control and use natural resources:
As section 2 described, the expansion of operations within the Reserve including seismic testing across hundreds of
kilometres squared, the drilling of 18 wells, and the construction of an approximately 10.5km flow line and other
infrastructure will reduce the availability of natural resources within ‘isolated’ peoples’ territories and severely limit
their access to them by inter alia: frightening away game, modification of traditional patterns of mobility, drawing
water from and dumping effluents in rivers, reduction of fish stocks, and deforestation to make tracks and clearings.
These impacts constitute an imminent threat to the right of indigenous peoples to the natural resources in their territories which in turn constitute the basis of their means of subsistence (Eg arts. 7.1, 15.1 y 23.1 of ILO 169, CERD
General Recommendations XXIII).
•

Inter-American Court of Human Rights: ‘. . . this Court has previously held that the cultural and economic
survival of indigenous and tribal peoples, and their members, depend on their access and use of the natural
resources in their territory “that are related to their culture and are found there in”, and that Article 21 protects their right to such natural resources. . . In accordance with this Court’s jurisprudence as stated in the
Yakye Axa and Sawhoyamaxa cases, members of tribal and indigenous communities have the right to own
the natural resources they have traditionally used within their territory for the same reasons that they have a
right to own the land they have traditionally used and occupied for centuries.’174

•

International Labour Organization’s Convention 169: ‘1. The rights of the peoples concerned to the natural
resources pertaining to their lands shall be specially safeguarded. These rights include the right of these peoples to participate in the use, management and conservation of these resources.

Box 5: International human rights bodies and isolated peoples
The United Nations has described isolated indigenous peoples as being ‘condemned to gradual
extinction’175, and in February 2012 the UN’s Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR) issued specific ‘guidelines’ which included the recommendation that ‘the areas that States
have delimited for peoples in voluntary isolation or initial stages of contact must be untouchable. . .
(where) no rights to exploit natural resources must be granted.’176 Similarly, in August 2012, the UNCERD recommended that Ecuador ‘suspend any extractive activities that threaten the lives or livelihoods of free peoples in voluntary isolation’177, and on the 1st March 2013 the Committee wrote to
the Peruvian government with regard to the Camisea expansion requesting the ‘immediate suspension of the proposed activities in the Reserve that could threaten the physical and cultural survival
of the indigenous peoples and prevent the complete enjoyment of their economic, social and cultural rights’.178
The Inter American Commission on human rights has also expressed similar and serious concerns
about indigenous peoples in ‘voluntary isolation’ in the Amazon, having issued precautionary
measures to protect their rights in: a) Ecuador in 2006179 and b) in Peru’s Madre de Dios region
in 2007.180 In the same vein, the Commission’s 1997 Ecuador Report highlights that the state ‘is
obliged under Article 1.1 of the American Convention to respect and ensure the human rights of
all the inhabitants of the country,’ including peoples in ‘voluntary isolation’ or initial contact.181 It
further explained that the ‘implementation of adequate measures to protect these peoples will be
of critical importance if this area is to be opened to development’ because ‘their very extinction as
peoples is at issue.’182
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2. The right to life, health and cultural integrity
As described in section 2, the violations of their territorial rights makes contact between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers extremely likely, exposing the former to the transmission of diseases which, as a result of
their isolation and lack of immunological defenses, is likely to result in high levels of mortality. In addition the expansion plans are liable to affect isolated peoples’ patterns of subsistence, movement and settlement and lead to trauma
and stress such that they would compromise the rights of the Reserve’s inhabitants to a dignified existence. As the
Inter-American Court of Human Rights has established: ‘Ignoring the ancestral right of indigenous communities to
their territories can affect other basic rights, such as the right to cultural identity and to the very survival of indigenous communities and their members.’183 (Eg art 2.1 and 7 of the Peruvian constitution).
a) The right to life
Numerous international human rights instruments have affirmed on multiple occasions that the right to life not only
includes the right not to be deprived of one’s life arbitrarily but also to be denied access to the conditions that can
guarantee a dignified existence184. Rulings of the Inter American Court of Human rights have affirmed that the State
must take particular measures to protect the rights to a dignified existence in particular when the people are extremely vulnerable, a category which certainly includes isolated indigenous peoples 185.
•

Political Constitution of Peru: ‘Every person has the right: 1. To life, his identity, his moral, psychical, and physical integrity, and his free development and well-being.’186

•

Inter-American Court of Human Rights: ‘The right to life is a fundamental human right, which full enjoyment
is a pre-requisite for the enjoyment of the other human rights. If this right is not respected, all other rights do
not have sense.’187

b) The right to health
As noted in section 2, the planned expansion will make contact between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project
workers extremely likely, exposing the former to the transmission of diseases which, as a result of their extreme
vulnerability is liable to lead to epidemics with high levels of mortality. Moreover, as Ministry of Health studies have
shown, the existing impact of the project already includes the increased incidence of diseases such as diarrheal illness amongst isolated inhabitants of the Reserve which in some cases have proved to be fatal188. In addition to the
spread of diseases, the likely impacts of the project on the environment including reduced water quality and availability of fish and game, and the mobility of ‘isolated’ peoples’ which will in turn impact on their means of subsistence. According to both Pluspetrol in its EIA and the Vice-Ministry of Inter-Culturality’s assessment of the EIA (July
2013) – these impacts mean that the project will have severely negative, long-term impacts on the health of ‘isolated’ peoples’
•

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: ‘The States Parties to the present Covenant
recognize the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental
health. . The steps to be taken by the States Parties to the present Covenant to achieve the full realization of
this right shall include those necessary for: . . . The prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic,
occupational and other diseases.’189

•

Inter American court of human rights: ‘One of the obligations that the State must inescapably undertake as
guarantor, to protect and ensure the right to life, is that of egenrating minimum living conditions that are
compatible with the dignity of the human person and of not creating conditions that hinder or impede it. In
this regard, the State has the duty to take positive, concrete measures gerared toward fulfillment of the right
to a decent life… especially in the case of persons who are vulnerable and at risk, whose care becomes a high
priority.’190

c) The right to cultural integrity
On multiple occasions international human rights bodies191 have established that violation of rights to lands and resources also undermines the right to cultural integrity of indigenous peoples whose cultures are inextricably linked
to their lands and territories. The impacts on the natural resources of the Reserve and their use by its indigenous inhabitants of both the existing operations and the planned expansion will restrict their use and enjoyment of all their
lands and resources. This in turn will continue to make it difficult for the Reserve’s inhabitants to practice, conserve
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and reproduce their cultural traditions which include traditional hunting , fishing and gathering activities as well as
any related rituals.(Arts. 2.19 and 89 of the Peruvian Constitution, Art 5 of ILO 169, Art 27 of the ICCPR).
•

Political Constitution of Peru: ‘Every person has the right: . . . To his ethnic and cultural identity. The State recognizes and protects the ethnic and cultural diversity of the Nation. . . The State respects the cultural identity
of the rural and native communities.’192

•

Inter American Court of Human rights: For indigenous communities ‘relations to the land are not merely a
matter of possession and production but a material and spiritual element which they must fully enjoy, to
preserve their cultural legacy and transmit it to future generations.’ 193

•

International Labour Organization’s Convention 169: ‘. . . the social, cultural, religious and spiritual values and
practices of these peoples shall be recognised and protected, and due account shall be taken of the nature
of the problems which face them both as groups and as individuals. . . [S]ubsistence economy and traditional
activities of the peoples concerned, such as hunting, fishing, trapping and gathering, shall be recognised as
important factors in the maintenance of their cultures and in their economic self-reliance and development.
Governments shall, with the participation of these people and whenever appropriate, ensure that these activities are strengthened and promoted.’194

4. Right to a healthy environment
As section 2 describes, the planned expansion will inter alia frighten away game, reduce fish stocks, clear parts of the
forest, dump effluents in the rivers and contaminate them, and generate noise pollution from helicopters, within the
‘isolated’ peoples’ territories. This violates ‘isolated’ peoples’ rights to a healthy environment:
•

International Labour Organization’s Convention 169: ‘Governments shall take measures, in co-operation with
the peoples concerned, to protect and preserve the environment of the territories they [indigenous peoples]
inhabit.’195

•

Political constitution of Peru ‘Every person has the right: ‘To peace, tranquility, enjoyment of leisure time, and
rest, as well as to a balanced and appropriate environment for the development of his life.’196

5. Right to physical and cultural survival
As already noted, the planned expansion will make contact between ‘isolated’ people and Camisea gas project workers extremely likely, exposing the former to the transmission of diseases which, as a result of their isolation and lack
of immunological defenses, could kill so many of them that their very physical existence may be threatened. In addition, and as noted above, their cultural survival may be threatened by the violation of their territorial rights and by
the dramatic changes to their lives and risks of exploitation (eg as a source of labour, sex, image or knowledge) that
contact is likely to bring.
•

Inter-American Commission on Human Rights: ‘The State may not grant a concession or approve a development or investment plan or project that could affect the survival of the corresponding indigenous or tribal
people, in accordance with its ancestral ways of life.’197

•

Inter-American Court of Human Rights: ‘. . . members of tribal and indigenous communities have the right to
own the natural resources they have traditionally used within their territory for the same reasons that they
have a right to own the land they have traditionally used and occupied for centuries. Without them, the very
physical and cultural survival of such peoples is at stake. Hence the need to protect the lands and resources
they have traditionally used to prevent their extinction as a people. That is, the aim and purpose of the special measures required on behalf of the members of indigenous and tribal communities is to guarantee that
they may continue living their traditional way of life, and that their distinct cultural identity, social structure,
economic system, customs, beliefs and traditions are respected, guaranteed and protected by States.’198

6. Rights to self-determination and Free Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC)
Indigenous peoples, in common with all other peoples, have the right to self determination which embodies the
capacity to determine ones economic, social and cultural development. As documented in section 1, despite efforts
to avoid undesired encounters with isolated groups within the Reserve, numerous incidences of sightings, encounters including hostile incidences have been recorded by various sources since the initiation of the Camisea project in
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2002. These incidences, alongside the establishment of Lot 88 without either the consultation or consent of the Reserve’s inhabitants, represent a continued violation of the right to live in isolation and the right to determine if, when
and how they choose to initiate contact with national society. By extension, the imposition of a major extractive project and associated infrastructure within their territory also undermines their associated right to determine their own
development paths.
In common with the establishment of the concession itself the planned expansion has not involved any efforts to
initiate a formal process of consultation with, or secure the FPIC of, any of the Reserve’s indigenous inhabitants. The
requirement to secure FPIC is consistent with the judgments of the Inter-American Court (Yatama, Saramaka People
and Sarayaku, for instance), which stress the imperative of securing effective participation and consent by indigenous
peoples in all decision making that may affect them, including in impact assessments and prior to the establishment
of concessions.199
However, it is clearly both impossible and unnecessary to satisfy the requirement for Free, Prior and Informed Consent– in the case of peoples in ‘voluntary isolation’ and extremely challenging in the case of peoples in initial contact
many of whom do not speak Spanish, read or write and whose lack of experience renders them extremely vulnerable
to exploitation200. In the case of peoples in ‘voluntary isolation’, their answer has already been provided by their decision to live in isolation and therefore any effort to initiate contact for the purposes of their participation would entail
not only a violation of their right to self determination but also serious risks for their life and physical integrity.201
•

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: ‘All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development. . . The States Parties to the present Covenant. . . shall promote the realization
of the right of self-determination, and shall respect that right. . .’202

•

UNDRIP ‘Indigenous peoples have the right to self determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development’.203

•

International Labour Organization’s Convention 169: ‘In applying the provisions of this Convention, governments shall: (a) consult the peoples concerned, through appropriate procedures and in particular through
their representative institutions, whenever consideration is being given to legislative or administrative measures which may affect them directly; (b) establish means by which these peoples can freely participate, to
at least the same extent as other sectors of the population, at all levels of decision-making in elective institutions and administrative and other bodies responsible for policies and programmes which concern them; . .
. 2. The consultations carried out in application of this Convention shall be undertaken, in good faith and in
a form appropriate to the circumstances, with the objective of achieving agreement or consent to the proposed measures.’204

•

Inter-American Court of Human Rights: ‘. . . the Court considers that, regarding large-scale development or
investment projects that would have a major impact within Saramaka territory, the State has a duty, not only
to consult with the Saramakas, but also to obtain their free, prior, and informed consent, according to their
customs and traditions.’205

•

International Labour Organization’s Convention 169: ‘The peoples concerned shall have the right to decide
their own priorities for the process of development as it affects their lives, beliefs, institutions and spiritual
well-being and the lands they occupy or otherwise use, and to exercise control, to the extent possible, over
their own economic, social and cultural development. In addition, they shall participate in the formulation,
implementation and evaluation of plans and programmes for national and regional development which may
affect them directly.’206
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Conclusions
On July 12th 2013 the Peruvian Vice ministry of Inter-culturality (VMI) submitted 83 official observations on the proposed
expansion plans of the Camisea gas project within ‘the Reserve’. The VMI’s report needed to be ‘favourable’ for the
Energy Ministry to permit Pluspetrol to go ahead with the expansion. They included the conclusions that the ‘health, ‘traditional economic activities’ and ways of life of the indigenous
peoples in ‘initial contact’ and ‘voluntary isolation’ (‘isolated
peoples’) in the region will be severely impacted and two of
them, the Nanti and the Kirineri, could be made ‘extinct.’

... The 3D seismic tests would put
the peoples in isolation in the upper
River Serjali, the River Bobinsana
and the headwaters of the River
Paquiria at extreme risk.(INDEPA 2012)

Within hours of its submission however the status
of the report became uncertain as it was withdrawn
from the public domain and within days senior figures within the Ministry had resigned including the
Vice Minister himself. Subsequently the ex Vice Minister confirmed that political pressures had led to
his resignation affirming that: “My resignation was due to a disagreement over the way in which the
Executive is proceeding with the evaluation of the environmental licenses for these kinds of projects”207.
The turnaround was finally confirmed on the 6th August 2013 when the news was announced by the Prime Minister,
Juan Jimenez Mayor who issued a public statement declaring that the Vice Ministry had withdrawn the report itself
after a last minute submission had been received by consortium operators. In his message he sought to calm investors assuring them that ‘investment will continue in Peru’.208
In subsequent statements the Minister of Energy and Mines, Jorge Merino claimed that in the area projected for expansion ‘there are no contacted peoples and where there are none there is no need to conduct prior consultation’.209
He further argued that the operations do not consist of an expansion as they will take place within the borders of an
existing concession and that in the 11 years of operations to date ‘there have been no social or environmental problems in the area’.

‘The effects [of the ‘labour
force’ required to conduct 2D
seismic tests] on the health of the
indigenous Nanti people in isolation could affect a large number of
their population. . . [and] could
mean their extinction. (Vice-ministry

These echo the repeated arguments of the Camisea
consortium and its backers that the expansion plans are
legal, will not threaten the lives and rights of the peoples
living within the Reserve and that any risks are mitigated
by their so called ‘anthropological contingency programmes’.

This report has drawn on official and independent reports to demonstrate that these arguments have no
foundation. The report has also included a consideration
of Peru’s principal human rights obligations towards isoof Inter-Culturality 2013)
lated peoples. These rights are safeguarded by international human rights treaties in force in Peru and as such
constitute obligations for the Peruvian state. These legal
obligations explicitly prohibit the state from undertaking projects that may threaten the physical or cultural survival
of indigenous peoples or be otherwise disproportionate.210
It has concluded the following:

1.Multiple sources of evidence document the occupation of the Reserve by isolated peoples and their
contact with Camisea project operators
2.Existing impacts of the Camisea project on inhabitants of the Reserve are already severe
3.Existing impacts of the Camisea project will only intensify and multiply with expansion
4.The expansion of activities in Lot 88 places a disproportionate and illegitimate burden on the reserve’s
isolated peoples and thus constitutes illegal acts under international human rights law.211
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Recommendations
On the 1st March 2013 the UN CERD wrote to the Peruvian government with regard to the Camisea expansion
requesting the ‘immediate suspension of the proposed activities in the Reserve that could threaten the physical and
cultural survival of the indigenous peoples and prevent
the complete enjoyment of their economic, social and
cultural rights’.212 In addition, the UN’s own ‘guidelines’ ‘..We request that the Peruvian
for States about the protection of isolated peoples government immediately suspends the
include the recommendation that ‘the areas that States planned extractive activities in
have delimited for peoples in voluntary isolation or initial
the reserve that could threaten the
stages of contact must be untouchable. . . (where) no
213
physical and cultural survival of
rights to exploit natural resources must be granted.’
In order to ensure Peru safeguards the physical and
cultural survival of the Reserve’s isolated inhabitants
and meets its human rights obligations, the Forest
Peoples Programme recommends that the Peruvian
government immediately takes the following steps to:

the indigenous peoples living there
and impedes their enjoyment of
their economic, social and cultural
rights. (UN CERD, 2013)

•

Withdraw personnel and installations from the
new well platform San Martin Este in the reserve.

•

Abandon plans to build a 10.5 km flowline to connect San Martin Este to San Martin 3, to build 18 wells at
San Martin Norte (Maniro), Kimaro Oeste (Kentsori), Kimaro Norte (Kimaro), Kimaro Centro (Sentini), Armihuari Norte (Kemari) and Armihuari Sur (Maniti), and to conduct 2D and 3D seismic tests across 100s kms
squared of the reserve.
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ANNEX 1
As acknowledged in this report, the Kugapakori-Nahua-Nanti and Others’ Reserve is inhabited by indigenous peoples
in both ‘voluntary isolation’ and ‘initial contact’, as referred to by Peruvian law. While this report concerns only the
indigenous people in ‘voluntary isolation’, it is important to take the opportunity to highlight the fact that the peoples
in ‘initial contact’ are extremely vulnerable too. This is for three main reasons:
1. Indigenous peoples in ‘initial contact’ remain, in general, extremely vulnerable to diseases transmitted by contact with outsiders, meaning that epidemics can spread easily and lead to high rates of mortality. This vulnerability
has been illustrated and highlighted by reports on the reserve in particular and indigenous peoples in ‘initial contact’
in general:
•

Peru’s Ministry of Health has published a report titled ‘Peoples in Extreme Vulnerability: the Case of the Nanti
in the Kugapakori-Nahua Territorial Reserve, River Camisea, Cusco’, about the Nanti living in ‘initial contact’
along the Upper River Camisea and Upper River Timpia. The Nanti, the report states, are ‘currently subjected
to intense changes in demography and health as a result of their exposure to repeated, high incidence epidemics in all age-groups, given their situation of initial interaction with national society and their closeness to
the Lower Urubamba region.’214 Indeed, this report makes it clear that this ‘extreme vulnerability’ is increased
by the Camisea gas project itself, and links a diarrhea outbreak that killed several Nanti to an epidemic in a
Camisea work camp. The report states: ‘The Nanti’s current circumstance is defined by the fact that they are
in an area directly influenced by the Camisea mega gas project which operates in a large part of the River
Urubamba basin and extracts gas from Lot 88, part of which overlaps the reserve. This makes the Nanti extremely vulnerable and merits serious attention by both the State and civil society.’215 The report also states:
‘It is possible that the outbreaks in 2003 are related to the river traffic on the River Camisea which was increased by the transport of tubing in the first quarter of 2013’,216 and the ‘lack of epidemiological reports for
the camps of the companies connected to the Camisea gas project impedes thorough epidemiological surveillance by the health sector. The massive outbreaks of acute diarrhea in those camps in January and February 2003 and the fact that local workers return to their communities enable us to identify such camps as
the probable source of outbreaks in the Upper River Camisea.’217 According to the Health Ministry, the Nanti
number ‘less than 600’218 but 87 died between 1995-2003,219 at least 74% from ‘transmittable diseases’,220 of
which in turn at least 34% died from acute diarrhea and at least 25% from acute respiratory infections.221

•

A biological anthropologist conducting epidemiological studies has published a report arguing that as a result
of establishing ‘direct relations with outsiders in the last 20 years’ the Nahua and Nanti ‘have experienced
major changes in health status, social disruption, and bereavement. . . The experiences of the peoples in the
Kugapakori Nahua Reserve demonstrate the effects that resource extraction activities (both surface and subsoil) can have on local populations, not only when conducted in their lands (as in the case of the Nahua but
also when they take place downstream of their territories (as in the case of the Nanti).’222

•

The Vice-Ministry of Inter-Culturality’s July 2013 report on Pluspetrol’s EIA stated that indigenous peoples in
‘initial contact’ are, ‘from the point of view of their health’, at ‘high risk.’223 Indeed, the report states that the
planned expansion could ‘devastate’ the Nahua in ‘initial contact’,224 and that, in general, indigenous peoples
in ‘initial contact’ can be made ‘extinct’ as a result of their health.225

•

Peruvian media recently reported that Nanti living in two of the largest settlements in the reserve, Montetoni
and Malanksiari, have been struck by an epidemic of acute diarrhea. One report cited comments made by
the acting Vice-Minister of Inter-Culturality during a TV interview, and ‘other sources’ stating that 81 cases
had been reported out of an approximately 400 people. According to the report, in a third settlement downriver 100% of the population were affected and an 11 year old boy had died.226

2. Indigenous peoples in ‘initial contact’ remain highly dependent on the natural resources in their territories,
meaning that any changes to their environment have serious impacts on their way of life. This dependency has been
highlighted by reports on the reserve in particular and indigenous peoples in ‘initial contact’ in general:
•

The Vice-Ministry of Inter-Culturality’s July 2013 report on Pluspetrol’s EIA stated that ‘Indigenous peoples

in. . . initial contact are characterized by their extensive use of the forest and its resources. The headwaters of
the rivers that constitute the territories of the indigenous peoples in. . . initial contact are used by them intensely
and regularly where they practice activities vital to their subsistence.’227 This report makes specific mention of
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both the Nanti and the Nahua in ‘initial contact’ in the reserve and the importance of their environment to them,
stating that, for example, the ‘Nahua population from the Serjali basin use intensely the headwaters for hunting,
fishing, and collecting plant (wild fruits) and animal (turtle eggs) species.’228 Indeed, this report states that the
planned expansion will have a direct impact on the indigenous peoples in ‘initial contact’ in the reserve, saying
about the Nahua, for example, that the 3D seismic tests will ‘critically’ disturb the ‘flora, fauna and aquatic ecosystems’ of the River Serjali basin and ‘considerably limit the availability of animals to hunt, fishing, and areas
used to gather – activities that are fundamental to [the Nahua’s] survival.’229
•

Pluspetrol’s EIA for the 10.5 km flowline, 18 wells, and 2D and 3D states, ‘Both the families who can be found
permanently settled within the KNNR and those who use the resources that they find within it, are characterised by practising a traditional economy dependent to different degrees on forest resources. For this reason,
and under these circumstances, the families settled in this area are particularly vulnerable to any variation
that could be produced in the environment.’ 230

•

The United Nations’ Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)’s ‘Protection Guidelines on
Indigenous Peoples in Isolation and Initial Contact’ states that the latter are ‘They are highly integrated into
the ecosystems which they inhabit and of which they are a part, maintaining a closely interdependent relationship with the environment in which they live their lives and develop their culture. Their intimate knowledge of their environment enables them to maintain a self-sufficient lifestyle generation after generation,
meaning that the retention of their territories is vitally important for all of them.’231

3. Indigenous peoples in ‘initial contact’ are extremely vulnerable to exploitation and manipulation by people they
come into contact with. This is for a variety of reasons, including the inability of the majority of them to speak the
national society’s language, lack of understanding of how national society works and who its various actors are, and
lack of understanding of concepts such as ‘money’, ‘property’, ‘ownership’ and ‘work.’ This makes them extremely
vulnerable to being exploited as a source of labour, knowledge, image and sex, and to being manipulated when governments, companies or others purportedly consult with them or seek their free, prior and informed consent. This
vulnerability has been highlighted by studies of, and reports on, the reserve in particular and on indigenous peoples
in ‘initial contact’ in general:
•

A report by NGO Shinai provides several examples of how indigenous people in ‘initial contact’ are exploited
by ‘outside entities or individuals’,232 including how in the 1980s the Nahua were used as cheap labour and
sometimes worked for ‘various weeks in exchange for a used shirt’,233 how wood belonging to them was
exploited by loggers who also abused Nahua women,234 and how in the 1990s the Nanti in the Upper River
Camisea ‘suffered abuses, violations and exploitation by a Machiguenga school-teachers and loggers who
accompanied him.235 These examples, the report states, ‘show how due to the lack of knowledge of the western world, some entities can very easily exploit these peoples. This goes by stages: in the 1980s the Nahua
worked for practically nothing as labourers for loggers from [a town called Sepahua] because they didn’t
know the value of their labour nor of the wood. Nowadays they understand much better the value of the
wood and how to use money, but they’re not aware of all their rights with regards to. . . for example, the
Camisea gas project in the reserve.’236

•

A request by Peruvian indigenous organizations AIDESEP, COMARU, FENAMAD and ORAU to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights to grant ‘precautionary measures’ in response to the planned expansion
of the Camisea gas project states, ‘Indigenous peoples in. . . initial contact are extremely vulnerable to any
form of contact with ‘outsiders’ and their survival is gravely threatened by incursions into their territories. . .
This is for two predominant reasons. First, their lack of experience with and knowledge of the outside world
puts them particularly at risk of exploitation as, inter alia, a source of labour and sex. They are also much less
likely to be able to meaningfully participate in decisions that affect them due to lack of understanding about
the modalities and implications of resource extraction or infrastructure projects and of the workings of goernment and the private sector more generally.’237

•

The United Nations’ Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)’s ‘Protection Guidelines on
Indigenous Peoples in Isolation and Initial Contact’ states of the latter, ‘They are unfamiliar with the ways in
which mainstream society functions, and are thus defenceless and extremely vulnerable in relation to the
various actors that attempt to approach them or to accompany their process of developing relations with the
rest of society, as in the case of peoples in initial contact.’238
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ANNEX 2: Camisea project website, (undated but cerca 2005) and now unavailable online
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Annex 3:
The rights and duties of States and corporations
The content of the right of states is widely acknowledged to include the right to possess, use and dispose of natural
resources, to determine freely and control prospecting, exploration and exploitation, to manage and conserve natural
resources, to regulate foreign investors and to nationalize or expropriate property.239 However, international human
rights law places clear and substantial obligations on states in connection with resource exploitation on indigenous
lands and territories: the UN Human Rights Committee has stated that a state’s freedom to encourage economic development is limited by the obligations it has assumed under international human rights law;240 the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights has observed that state policy and practice concerning resource exploitation cannot
take place in a vacuum that ignores its human rights obligations.241 In other words, states may not justify violations
of indigenous peoples’ rights in the name of national development or national sovereignty. The basic principle, reaffirmed at the 1993 Vienna World Conference on Human Rights is that, “[w]hile development facilitates the enjoyment of all human rights, the lack of development may not be invoked to justify the abridgement of internationally
recognized human rights.”242
These legal obligations explicitly prohibit states from undertaking projects that may threaten the survival of indigenous peoples or be otherwise disproportionate.243 In other words, the public interest of obtaining revenue through
extractive industry activities on indigenous peoples’ territories does not outweigh the rights and interests of indigenous peoples where their very survival as a people is at stake and/or where impacts would be disproportionately
harmful in other ways. In other words and in this specific case Peru’s obligations are not discharged by simply declaring extractive operations to be a ‘public necessity’: much greater scrutiny and care is required and in some cases –
such as the threats to the survival of indigenous peoples – the state is legally prohibited from pursuing those activities.244 The IACHR specifically cites the effects of oil and gas operations on indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation
or initial contact as an example of activities that threaten survival, and are thus unlawful activities principally because
of the threat posed by introduced diseases and environmental degradation.245
While the obligations incumbent on states have traditionally been the focus of international human rights law, there
is strong evidence in contemporary law that obligations to respect human rights can apply to non-state actors including multinational corporations.246 In addition, The United Nations has affirmed through the UN Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights that corporations have a responsibility to respect human rights wherever they operate
‘independently of States’ willingness and/or abilities to fulfill their own obligations… and exists over and above national laws and regulations protecting human rights’ .247 This issue aside, states have affirmative obligations to take
appropriate measures to prevent and to exercise due diligence in response to human rights violations committed by
private persons, including corporate entities.248
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